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Abstrat
It is ommonly aepted that the study of 2+1 dimensional quantum
gravity ould teah us something about the 3+1 dimensional ase. The
non-perturbative methods developed in this ase share, as basi ingre-
dient, a reformulation of gravity as a gauge eld theory. However, these
methods suer many problems. Firstly, this perspetive abandon the non-
degeneray of the metri and ausality as fundamental priniples, hoping
to reover them in a ertain low-energy limit. Then, it is not lear how
these ombinatorial tehniques ould be used in the ase where matter
elds are added, whih are however the essential ingredients in order to
produe non trivial observables in a generally ovariant approah. Endly,
onsidering the status of the observer in these approahes, it is not lear
at all if they really ould produe a ompletely ovariant desription of
quantum gravity. We propose to re-analyse arefully these points. This
study leads us to a really ovariant desription of a set of self-gravitating
point masses in a losed universe. This approah is based on a set of
observables assoiated to the measurements aessible to a partiipant-
observer, they manage to apture the whole dynami in Chern-Simons
gravity as well as in true gravity. The Dira algebra of these observables
an be expliitely omputed, and exhibits interesting algebrai features
related to Poisson-Lie groupoids theory.
1 Introdution
Despite of the lak of loal degrees of freedom in pure 2+1 dimensional grav-
ity some basi fats have motivated intensive studies of this theory during last
twenty years: the asymptoti strutures assoiated to event horizons are su-
iently rih to produe non trivial thermodynami properties as the Bekenstein-
Hawking law and non-perturbative tehniques have been imported from Topo-
logial and Conformal eld theories to try to obtain a omplete understanding of
this theory. These results have inspired the development of similar approahes
in the 3+1 dimensional situation. The aim is learly to obtain a ompletely
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ovariant desription of quantum gravity and these approahes share, as basi
ingredient, a reformulation of gravity as a gauge eld theory. This perspetive
abandon the non-degeneray of the metri and ausality as fundamental prin-
iples, hoping to reover them in a ertain low-energy limit. Reent numerial
simulations [2℄ have shed doubt on this point of view. The problem an be traed
bak to some misunderstandings about large gauge transformations in general
relativity. And it seems neessary to rethink to the status of these symmetries.
On another part, it is not lear how these ombinatorial tehniques ould be
used in the ase where matter elds are added. Matter degrees of freedom are
nevertheless the essential ingredients in order to produe non trivial observables,
solving the frozen dynami problem, in a generally ovariant approah, and it
is then not lear at all if these approahes ould produe a really ovariant de-
sription of quantum gravity. It seems diult for the present time to onsider
the anonial desriptions of 3+1 quantum gravity as falsiable theories and to
hek these points in this situation. We propose to analyse them in the 2+1
dimensional ase. The setion 2 is devoted to a re-analysis of the seond order
and rst order formalism of deSitter gravity in vauo, and in partiular of the
dierenes between Chern-Simons gravity and true gravity. We prot of this
study to emphasize ertain misunderstandings onerning the status of general
invariane and the hoies usually made onerning the status of the observer.
In setion 3, we present results onerning dynamis of free partiles on a xed
deSitter spaetime in a new algebrai fashion exhibiting interesting algebrai
features related to dynamial lassial Yang-Baxter equation, we then disuss
the oupling of partiles to gravity usingWitten's proposal of a minimal oupling
and give, for the rst time the omplete Dira treatment of the gravity+matter
ation. In setion 3, we exhibit for Chern-Simons gravity as well as true gravity,
ertain lasses of non-loal observables assoiated to measurements made by a
loalized partiipant-observer, whih permit us to reonstrut the apparent sky
seen by this observer (distanes of stars, angles between light rays oming from
them,...) and its dynamis. As strange as it is, the Dira braket of this om-
plete set of observables an be omputed, leading to a beautiful ombinatorial
desription of the phase spae of gravity generalizing a previous study about
onstants of motion subalgebra [9℄. This paper is an attempt to give physial
foundations to the ombinatorial desription program and aims to develop a
desription of gravity where the spetator is really internal to the universe and
not just a spetator plaed in an asymptoti region of spaetime.
2 Gravity in vauo
2.1 Basi notions on 2+1 deSitter pure gravity
2.1.1 basi notations
We will, for the rest of the paper, dene our elds on an oriented smooth 3-
manifold M whose set of loal oordinates will be denoted IM =
{
x0, x1, x2
}
,
and the Minkowski spae M3, whose set of oordinates will be denoted IM =
{0, 1, 2}, will be equipped with the at metri (ηab)a,b∈IM with ηab = δa,b −
2δa,bδa,0(the light veloity will be hosen to be c = 1) . A soldering frame at
x ∈ M is an isomorphism (eaµ)µ∈IM,a∈IM from the tangent spae TxM to the
Minkowski spae M3, (
⋆eµa)µ∈IM,a∈IM will denote its inverse (we will assume
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that they are smooth funtions of x).
The metri eld (gµν)µ,ν=0,1,2 will be build from the soldering form as
gµν = ηabe
a
µe
b
ν . (1)
The metri η (resp. g) and its inverse will be used to lower and raise internal
oordinates IM (resp. base spaetime oordinates IM) indies written with latin
(resp. greek) letters a, b, c...(resp. α, β, γ...), the Einstein onvention will be
adopted. We will use the following onventions for ε−symbols: (ǫαβγ)α,β,γ∈IM
and (εabc)a,b,c∈IM are totally antisymmetri and ǫ
x0x1x2 = 1, ε012 = 1, and we
will denote g = 16ǫ
αβγǫρσ̟gαρgβσgγ̟ and e =
1
6εabcǫ
αβγeaαe
b
βe
c
γ .
The ane onnetion (Γγαβ)α,β,γ∈IM (with zero-torsion, i.e. Γ
γ
[αβ] = 0 ) and
the spin-onnetion (̟γa
b)a,b∈IM,γ∈IM ( so(2, 1)−valued, i.e. ̟(ab)γ = 0) are
dened as the unique solutions to the equations Dαe
a
β := ∂αe
a
β + ̟α
a
be
b
β −
Γγαβe
a
γ = 0 (the spin-onnetion an also be seen as the unique solution of the
equations D[αe
a
β] = 0). As a remark, we have Γ
γ
αβ =
1
2g
γδ(∂αgβδ+∂βgαδ−∂δgαβ).
It will be onvenient to introdue variables (̟α
c)α∈IM,c∈IM dened suh that
̟α
a
b = ε
a
bc̟α
c.
The Riemann tensor (Rαβγ
δ)α,β,γ,δ∈IM is dened suh that for any vetor
eld (vα)α=0,1,2 we have D[αDβ]vγ = Rαβγ
δ vδ. It an be expressed in terms of
the strength of the spin-onnetion (Rαβc
d)c,d∈IM,α,β∈IM , dened by Rαβc
d ≡
∂[α̟β]c
d + ̟[αc
e̟β]e
d
, as Rαβγ
δ = Rαβc
decγe
δ
d. The Rii urvature and the
salar urvature are dened as usual by Rαβ = Rαβγ
β
and R = Rαα.
We will often hoose to perform a 2 + 1 split of the base manifold [34℄.
We assume that M an be foliated by a family of non-overlapping spaelike
Cauhy surfaes (Σt)t∈[t1,t2] indexed by a dumb label t (all dieomorphi to a
xed 2−dimensional ompat manifold without boundary Σ). We will denote by
(nα)α∈IM the unit vetor normal to spaelike slies. The spatial projetion of the
metri, denoted (hαβ)α,β , will be given on eah slie, as hαβ = gαβ +nαnβ . To
omplete the splitting, we need to desribe the physial orrespondene between
points belonging to neighbour surfaes. To this aim, it sues to hoose a future-
pointing timelike vetor eld tα verifying tα∂αt = 1 (the evolution will be given
by the Lie derivative assoiated to this vetor eld). It an be deomposed,
in terms of the lapse funtion N t and the shift vetor (N i)i tangent to spatial
slies, as tα ≡ N tnα + Nα. Sine Nαnα = nαhαβ = 0, it is then lear that
we an uniquely reover the spae-time tensor elds from these datas. We will
denote by K the trae of the extrinsi urvature Kαβ ≡ hµαhνβDµnν on the slies
Σt.
In the following, we will hoose the loal oordinates
{
x0, x1, x2
}
as being the
oordinates assoiated to the spaetime splitting (i.e. (tα)α = (1, 0, 0), (nα)α =
(−N, 0, 0) and (nα)α = ( 1N , −N
i
N
)). We dene the spae base oordinates to
be elements of IΣ =
{
x1, x2
}
, and will be indexed by latin letters i, j, k... We
will introdue the spatial metri (qij)i,j∈IΣ suh that hαβ = h
i
αh
j
βqij , here we
have hiα = (1 − δx
0
α )δ
i
α whih projets onto spatial indexes (q will denote the
determinant of the spatial metri). (qij)i,j∈IΣ will denote oeients of the
inverse metri, and spatial indexes will be raised or lowered by this spatial
metri. In this ontext, the expression of the metri is given by
gαβ =
( −N2 +N iN jqij qilN l
qljN
l qij
)
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and the extrinsi urvature is given by Kij =
1
2N (q˙ ij −∇jNi −∇iNj)
2.1.2 equations of motion and ation priniples
The Einstein's equations for pure gravity with a positive osmologial onstant
1
l2c
are
Rαβ − 1
2
gαβR− 1
l2c
gαβ = 0. (2)
They desribe the kinematis and dynamis of the gravitational eld. They
are equivalent to the following set of equations
T aαβ(e,̟) ≡ ∂[αeaβ] + εabc̟b[αecβ] = 0 (3)
Caαβ(e,̟) ≡ ∂[α̟aβ] + εabc̟bα̟cβ −
1
l2c
εabce
b
αe
c
β = 0 (4)
in the sense that (3) an be used to express uniquely the spin-onnetion in
terms of the soldering form and its inverse (the invertibility is then ruial), this
expression being reinjeted in (4), we reover Einstein's equation for the metri
eld (1).
The previous lassial dynami an be obtained from the extremization of the
Einstein-Hilbert's ation priniple. The aim of the present setion is obviously
to prepare the study of the physial phase spae of gravity. We will then always
put relevant ations into their anonial forms in order to use Dira formalism.
The ation priniple generally hoosen in the metri formalism to generate
Einstein's dynamis is the trae K ation (we will denote ϑ = 8πG, and we
have to notie that, for c = 1, the Newton's onstant G has the unit of an inverse
mass, lc is a length, and lP ≡ ~G is also a length ):
SEH [g] =
1
ϑ
∫∫∫
M
d3x
√−g
(
R[g]− 2
l2c
)
+
2
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x
√
qK, (5)
where
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1 is a shortut for
∫∫
Σt2
− ∫∫Σt1 . It an be reexpressed, in terms
of the datas assoiated to the splitting, as
SEH [h,N ] =
1
ϑ
∫
dx0
∫∫
Σ
x0
d2xNx
0√
h
(
R+KijKij −K2 − 2
l2c
)
where R is the salar urvature of the unique torsion free spatial derivative
operator ompatible with the indued metri on spatial slies Σt denoted ∇.
The main properties of this ation [8℄ is that its extremization, under varia-
tions of the metri ompatible with xed values of the indued metri on bound-
aries Σt1 ,Σt2 , gives equations of motion (2). The anonial form of this ation
is obtained as follows. The Legendre transform yields the anonial momenta
(πij)i,j∈{x1,x2} of the spatial metri (qij)i,j∈{x1,x2}, πij = −ϑ√q
(
Kij −Kqij).
The primary onstraints are ρα ≈ 0, where ρα are the anonial momenta on-
jugated to the lapse and the shift variables. Their onservation under time
evolution generates the seondary onstraints
Ht ≡ ϑ2√q
(
πijπij − 12 (πii)2
)− √q
ϑ
(
R+ 2
l2c
)
≈ 0
Hi ≡ −∇jπji ≈ 0.
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All these onstraints are rst-lass. And the anonial hamiltonian density
an be written in terms of them as
Hcan[h, π,N, ρ] =
1
ϑ
∫∫
Σt
d2xNαHα.
The total hamiltonian is obtained by adding a ombination of primary on-
straints smeared by arbitrary funtions:
HtotEH [h, π,N, ρ, λ] =
1
ϑ
∫∫
Σt
d2xNαHα + λ
αρα.
And the rst order problem is desribed by the total ation StotEH [h, π,N, ρ, λ] =∫
dx0
∫
Σ
x0
d2xπij q˙ ij + ραN˙
α − ∫ dx0Htot[h, π,N, ρ, λ].
It is important to remark that, in 2+1 dimensional gravity, there is no loal
dynamial degrees of freedom (12 anonial variables, 6 rst lass onstraints
and then 6 gauge xings).
Let us now disuss the Einstein-Palatini's ation priniple whih extremiza-
tion gives the rst order desription of general relativity.
Forgetting for a while the boundary terms, we hoose as a bulk ation the
Hilbert-Palatini ation:
SHP [e,̟] =
1
ϑ
∫∫∫
M
d3x ηabǫ
αβγeaα
(
∂[β̟
b
γ] + (̟
c
β̟
d
γ −
1
3l2c
ecβe
d
γ)εcd
b
)
.(6)
We will perform the same 2 + 1 splitting as before. We will denote by
Eai ≡ eai , Ωai ≡ ̟ai ∀a ∈ IM, i ∈ IΣ the spatial parts of dynamial elds.1 The
Hilbert-Palatini ation an be reast into the following anonial form:
SHP [e,̟] =
2
ϑ
∫ x02
x01
dx0
∫∫
Σ
d2x ηabǫ
ij
(
−Eai ∂x0Ωbj +
1
2
eax0C
b
ij(E,Ω)+
+
1
2
̟ax0T
b
ij(E,Ω)
)
. (7)
The simpliity of the bulk part of the ation is a onsequene of the dimen-
sionality of spaetime. Indeed, we have
√−gR = | e | ηce ⋆eβe ⋆eγfRβγcf
= sgn(e)ee ⋆eβc
⋆eγfε
cf
b(∂[β̟γ]
b +̟cβ̟
d
γεcd
b)
= sgn(e)ηabǫ
αβγeaα
(
∂[β̟
b
γ] +̟
c
β̟
d
γεcd
b
)
.
The fator sgn(e) will be generally forgotten if we hoose the non-degenerate
soldering form to have a positive determinant. An important remark has to
1
Let us notie that we have qij = E
a
i E
b
jηab. Then, if we introdue the quantities
Na≡
εabcǫ
ijEbiE
c
j
2
√
q
(ǫij is a shortword for ǫx
0ij
, and q is the determinant of the spatial
metri) and
⋆Eia ≡ ηabq
ijEbj , whih verify the properties NaE
a
i = 0, NaN
a = −1,
⋆EiaE
a
j = δ
i
j ,
⋆EiaE
b
i = δ
b
a + NaN
b
and
⋆EiaN
a = 0, we an obtain a nie and general
parametrization assoiated to the splitting. Indeed we have ea
x0
= NN a + N iEai , e
a
i = E
a
i ,
and
⋆ex
0
a =
−Na
N
, ⋆eia =
⋆Eia +
NiNa
N
.
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be done. The inverse of the soldering form has disappeared from the formula
(6), hene we ould hange the theory by forgetting the assumption that the
soldering form has to be invertible. A priori, extensions of gravity inorporating
degenerate metris have been onsidered for a long time in order to allow hange
of the spatial topology in a lorentzian spae-time. This extension will be alled
Chern-Simons gravity, and it is a urrent belief that this extension is not a big
prie to pay in order to quantize gravity [39℄. The onsequenes of this hoie
will be studied further in the next subsetion.
The extremization of this ation under variations of basi elds is given by
δSHP [e,̟] =
1
ϑ
∫∫∫
M
d3x ηabǫ
αβγ
(
δeaαC
b
βγ [e,̟] + δ̟
a
αT
b
βγ [e,̟]
)
− 2
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ηabǫ
ijeai δ̟
b
j .
It appears that this ation is dierentiable only under variations of basi
elds ompatible with xed values of the spatial part of the spin-onnetion on
boundaries Σt1 ,Σt2 . This lass of paths appears to be far from what we are on-
sidering in the ADM ation priniple, the areful study of additional boundary
terms neessary to obtain a satisfatory variational priniple and gauge symme-
try properties is postponed to the next subsetion. The anonial desription
is trivial, due to the spei form of this rst-order ation. Indeed, the Dira
Poisson braket is given by
{
Ωai (x), E
b
j (y)
}
= −ϑ
2
ηabǫijδ
(2)(x− y)
{eax0(x), χb(y)} = {̟ax0(x), ψb(y)} = δab δ(2)(x − y).
The rst-lass onstraints are χa ≈ ψa ≈ ǫijCbij(e,̟) ≈ ǫijT bij(e,̟) ≈ 0,
and the total hamiltonian, dened using arbitrary funtions ηa, σa smearing
primary onstraints, is
HtotHP [E,Ω, ex0 , ̟x0 , χ, ψ, η, σ] =
−1
ϑ
∫∫
Σ
d2x ηabǫ
ij
(
eax0C
b
ij(E,Ω) +̟
a
x0T
b
ij(E,Ω)
)
+
−1
ϑ
∫∫
Σ
d2x ηaχa + σ
aψa.
And the rst order problem is then given by the total ation
StotHP [E,Ω, ex0 , ̟x0 , χ, ψ, η, σ] =
∫
dx0
∫∫
Σ
x0
d2x
−2
ϑ
ηabǫ
ijEai Ω˙
b
j + χae˙
a
x0 + ψa ˙̟
a
x0
−
∫
dx0Htot[E,Ω, ex0 , ̟x0, χ, ψ, η, σ]. (8)
At least to obtain more ompat expressions, it will be nie to use Chern-
Simons notations. If we introdue a so(3, 1)−onnetion Aα = AIαξI with
(AIα)α∈IM,I∈Ig dened to be A
L,a
α = ̟
a
α, A
T,a
α =
1
lc
eaα (notations and prop-
erties relative to the Lie algebra so(3, 1) are realled in the appendix A.1), the
equations (3)(4) an be rewritten as a zero urvature equation
Fαβ [A]
I = ∂[αA
I
β] + ε
I
JKA
J
[αA
K
β] = 0. (9)
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The Chern-Simons ation is dened by
SbulkCS [A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫∫
M
d3x ǫαβγ
(
< Aα, ∂βAγ > +
1
3
< Aα, [Aβ , Aγ ] >
)
=
lc
ϑ
∫
dx0
∫∫
Σ
d2x ǫij (− < Ai, ∂x0Aj > + < Ax0 , Fij [A] >)
As a result we have SHP [A] = S
bulk
CS [A] + SΣ[A], with
SΣ[A] ≡ lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij < A
(L)
i , A
(T )
j > .
We will also dene Ψ ≡ χaξa,L + ψaξa,T and Σ ≡ ηaξa,L + σaξa,T , in order
to simplify the expression of the total ation :
StotHP [A,Ψ,Σ] =
lc
ϑ
∫
dx0
∫∫
Σ
d2x
(
−2ǫij < A(T )i , A˙ (L)j > +ϑ < Ψ, A˙ x0 >
+ < Ax0 , ǫ
ijFij [A] > + < Ψ,Σ >
)
.
2.2 The symmetries of general relativity
2.2.1 rst digression : the status of general ovariane
Before studying the basi symmetries of these dynamial problems, let us dis-
uss the status of one of these, that is reparametrization symmetry. Although
some relevant problems onneted to general ovariane an nd some interest-
ing solutions in the presene of matter degrees of freedom, we will begin the
disussion in the ase of pure gravity (after all, gravity eld has a sort of onto-
logial preeminene beause it says to other elds how to move ausally). These
problems being intimately entangled with the identiation of deterministially
preditable observables we will try to stay as lose as possible from the hamilto-
nian approah, whih is the better way to attak the initial value problem and
to study observability.
General relativity in vauo is a geometri theory, its basi objet is a loalized
universe, i.e. a smooth manifold M and a lorentzian metri tensor g dened
on it [21, 35℄. The mappings φ whih preserve the struture of M indue a
mapping on the set of loalized universes (φ ats by pull-bak on g). The hoie
of a partiular atlas and system of oordinates (among equivalene lasses of
them dening M as a smooth manifold) is neessary to write the kinematial
and dynamial problem of gravity in terms of dierential equations and to solve
them expliitely, but g is a tensorial eld and Einstein's equations are generally
ovariant (they are invariant under a smooth hange of system of oordinates
on M). However, in absene of matter degrees of freedom, there is a priori no
dynamial eld, exept g itself, allowing an individuation of points on the man-
ifold, and it seems to be a basi requirement to be able to do that in order to
mention the where and the when of an event and then to speak about loal
observables. The hoie of a partiular system of oordinates, alled the oordi-
natization, is a way to individuate points by brute fore, by an expliit mapping
p ∈ M 7→ x(p). It is an additional data attahed to the smooth manifold M.
It is then possible to desribe a loalized universe as being given by the ompo-
nents of the metri tensor g in the system of oordinates x. Now, a distintion
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has to be made between two types of transformations. The passive dieomor-
phisms, i.e. smooth hanges of the hosen oordinatization of M, obviously
does not hange the value of the metri tensor at a given geometri point, but
hanges omponents of g in this oordinatization. The ative dieomorphisms,
draging geometri points ontoM through a dieomorphism φ, entails an ative
redistribution of the metri over the manifold (the metri tensor is transformed
by the pull-bak of φ), and we do not have to require any transformation of
the oordinatization under this ative transformation. Obviously, these ations
have to be related, as soon as we hoose to use oordinatization to obtain a
desription of loalized universes in terms of omponents of the metri. Indeed,
let φ be an ative dieomorphism whih maps M onto itself (and its indued
ation on tensorial elds). Then, it is obvious that the omponents, in the o-
ordinatization x and in a given hart, of the atively transformed metri tensor
are the same as the omponents of the untransformed metri tensor in the pas-
sively transformed oordinatization Sφx, dened suh that (Sφx) (φ(p)) = x(p).
Nevertheless, this point of view disregards a deep dierene between both types
of transformations. Indeed, an element of the ative transformations group has
to be seen as a regular map assoiating to a metri tensor eld another one,
dieomorphially related to it by a ertain element φ of the dieomorphism
group of the manifold. Obviously, this element of the ative transformations
group would be dierent, for the same φ, if we had onsidered its ation on a
dierent metri tensor eld. Hene, an element of this gauge group, viewed in
terms of the omponents of the metri in a given system of oordinates is nees-
sarily written as metri dependent oordinates transformations x 7→ ϕ (x, g(x)).
It is not innoent to remark that, besides passive dieomorphisms whih are
lagrangian symmetries of Einstein's ation, the set of equations (2) has its own
symmetries (alled dynamial symmetries) dened on its set of solutions. In
fat, the biggest group of passive dynamial symmetries of (2) is the group Q
of metri dependent oordinate transformations x 7→ ϕ (x, g(x)) (the groups
DiffPM and DiffAM of passive and ative dieomorphisms are two disjoint
non-normal subgroups of Q, and the spae of Einstein's universes an be reov-
ered as the quotient of the spae of solutions of (2) by any one of these three
groups [6℄).
This onfusion between these two oneptually dierent transformations is
at the origin of a entral problem in general relativity. Indeed, smooth hanges
of oordinates, ating through Lie derivative on the omponents of the metri
eld, are loal Noether symmetries of the ation (5). The equations (2) are then
ovariant under these symmetries, and it is then generally onsidered that we
have to identify solutions of (2) whih omponents are related by suh trans-
formations. Although it seems natural that this proedure will eliminate the
dependene of the interesting observables with respet to the freely hosen o-
ordinatization, it will also erase any referene to individuated geometri points.
Doing this, we have to make a riti hoie. If we onsider dieomorphisms as
a gauge symmetry, we abandon the hope to nd simple loal observables. This
atastrophi onsequene has led many authors to rejet this point of view,
on the grounds that a partiular hoie of oordinates just reets the physi-
al properties of the referene systems with respet to whih measurements are
done. If we do not onsider dieomorphism as a gauge symmetry, we have to
abandon the hope to build a deterministi theory, due to the hole argument
[12℄. Indeed, although we an x a set of oordinates in order to individuate
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points ofM, the ative dieomorphisms ontinue to be a ontinuous symmetry
of the equations of motion. Let us onsider two metris whih dier by an a-
tive dieomorphism only in a region R of M suh that we are able to hoose a
omplete Cauhy surfae S for the gravitational eld, R being in the past of S.
If the desription an observer an make of these universes has to be determinis-
ti, we have to onlude that these spaetimes an not be distinguished by any
measure or predition made by this observer. This shizophreni situation has
its origin in our desire to loalize geometri points using non-dynamial degrees
of freedom as referene system [35℄.
As remarked by C. Rovelli, it is not at all natural to onsider the referene
system as an external objet in general relativity (like our xed oordinate
system). If we onsider, as a referene, a material body, we an neglet the
impat of its presene on the gravitational eld in a ertain approximation where
it is suiently light, however we an not disregard the impat of gravitational
eld on it, beause even its inertial motion needs the metri to be dened! In
order to produe loal observables invariant under ative dieomorphisms, it is
suient to loalize geometri points using dynamial degrees of freedom whih
transformations under ative dieomorphisms an be ombined with that of
the metri tensor in order to build invariant objets. We ould imagine to use
gauge invariant quantities made of dynamial degrees of freedom ontained in
the metri itself, however we will rejet this point of view for some reasons: this
program is not tehnially easy and it gives a very non-loal desription; this
loalization is impossible if the universe is too symmetri and will then never
survive to the speial relativity limit; this attempt is hopeless in three spaetime
dimensions where only global aspets exist; endly matter degrees of freedom is
always the ground on whih real-life observables are dened and measured. The
most simple objet we an use to this aim is a free falling observer with an
internal lok. In this desription [35, 29℄, we then hoose to x a platform
of spetator-observers that is loally proper-time Einstein-synhronizable, and
hoose a zero of time for their synhronized loks, this onstitutes a system
of observers. They are free-falling test bodies with internal loks whih are
assumed to be able to gather information from the universe without disturbing
it and without disturbing eah other. It does not forbid obviously to add other
matter degrees of freedom interating in the usual way with the gravitational
eld.
These observers are used to freeze the ation of a part of the group of dif-
feomorphisms [29℄. Indeed, a rst partial gauge xing an be made by hoosing
oordinates ompatible with the ow of world lines of the observers and their
internal loks. Hene, the residual gauge symmetry amounts to innitesimal
oordinate transformations preserving the previous onditions. These transfor-
mations preserve also the system of observers if and only if they are equivalent
to a relabelling of spatial oordinates and a rigid time translation. The hoie
of the system of observers is then assoiated to a proedure where we rigidify
a part of the gauge symmetry, and treat it as a noether symmetry (this proe-
dure is very dierent from a gauge xing and we will all it a gauge freezing).
The observables are then dened to be the invariant objets under these dieo-
morphisms preserving the system of observers (it is important to remark that
this notion does not forbid an evolution of the value of these observables with
respet to the time given by their loks). This point of view will be alled
observer-dependent.
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It seems that we have lost the general ovariane of general relativity. In
fat, the question is really to deide whih interpretation an be given to the set
of equations (2) written relatively to a given system of oordinates, onerning
things whih an be observed. The problems of determinism and initial values
an not be unambiguously adressed at this level only, and the problem of gauge
symmetry has to be studied more intrinsially. The previous meaningful gauge
freezing disregards only invariane under passive transformations as a basi
fat, but emphasizes a ertain part of dynamial symmetries whih has to be
onsidered as a real gauge symmetry. And the question of preditability an then
be adressed only beause this gauge freezing is attahed to a given observer's
theory. This theory is intimately related to a ertain o-shell extension of the
dieomorphism symmetry we will study in the next subsetion.
The degrees of freedom assoiated to these observers an be added to the pure
gravity dynamial problem in order to study quantization [35℄. The observer-
dependent approah is partiularly fruitful if we want to study the speial rel-
ativity limit of general relativity[29℄ or to develop the anonial quantization
program in the usual way [36℄. Moreover, it is nothing more than an attempt
to larify the status of the observer in Einstein's equation. Nevertheless, they
are dierent sort of problems with this point of view. Firstly, due to gravi-
tational redshift it is not always possible to dene globally suh a system of
omoving-observers. Then, due to the requirements made about our set of ob-
servers, and if our referene system is made from real matter, this desription
an only be viewed as an approximation of general relativity in whih we forbid
bak-reation of the gravitational eld on matter degrees of freedom. Hene,
it seems not to be a very nie departure point to explore a quantum theory
of gravity. Endly, it is important to analyze the modiation of the status of
gravitational degrees of freedom in the gauge freezing proedure, whih ould
have dramati onsequenes for the quantum theory [30℄.
In order to solve part of these problems, some authors have hosen to restrit
these spetator-observers to live only in an asymptoti region of spaetime [32℄.
We will prefer to develop an approah where our observer is really enlosed in
the universe and interats with the gravitational eld. Then, our partiipant-
observer will be desribed by matter degrees of freedom (point masses), oupled
to the gravitational eld, in a losed universe. We want to insist that hoosing
the spetator-observer or partiipant-observer perspetive does not forbid to x
oordinates externally (after all, it is the better way to write our equations...) as
soon as the physial observables we onsider do not refer to them but are intrisi-
ally build from variables dening the observer degrees of freedom and the metri
eld. In the same perspetive, trying to develop a partiipant-observer desrip-
tion, we do not want to abandon the observer-dependent framework whih is
nothing more than a lariation of Einstein's framework whih sheds light on
its possible o-shell extensions. We will just disregard observables made of any
spetator-observer degrees of freedom. Before that, we have rst to disuss
o-shell extensions of the dieomorphism symmetry and then to desribe the
oupling of gravity with matter degrees of freedom.
2.2.2 o-shell symmetries in hamiltonian gravity
Only a small part of the symmetries in Q an be extended o-shell [37, 31℄ .
Indeed, in ADM formulation, the ation of dieomorphisms generated by
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Lie derivative along the vetor eld ζ on the omponents of the metri is given
by
δD[ζ]gαβ = ζ
γ∂γgαβ + gαγ∂βζ
γ + gγβ∂αζ
γ .
If we restrit ζ to be a funtion of oordinates only (passive dieomorphisms),
it indues a transformation of lapse funtion and shift vetor whih expliitely
depends on their veloities N˙ α ≡ ∂x0Nα. However, the Legendre map FL (de-
ned from Einstein's onguration spae to ADM phase spae) is suh that
its pull-bak FL⋆(dened from the set of funtions on Einstein's onguration
spae to the set of funtions on ADM phase spae) is suh that
∂
∂(N˙ α)
◦FL⋆ = 0.
Hene this type of transformation is not projetable, i.e. annot be a projetion
onto the Einstein's onguration spae of a anonial transformation dened on
the ADM phase spae. Nevertheless, if we allow ζ to depend freely on the lapse
funtion, shift vetor and the spatial metri we an identify a subgroup of pro-
jetable gauge symmetries. More preisely, we have to hoose ζa = δaaκ
a+nακx
0
,
i.e. ζx
0
= κ
x0
Nx
0 and ζa = κa − Na
Nx
0 κx
0
, where the vetor κ is funtion of the
oordinates and the spatial metri only. It is important to remark that, in order
for these transformations to form a group, we annot avoid the expliit depen-
dene of ζ in terms of the spatial metri. Notie that we are not restriting the
set of innitesimal dieomorphisms ating on a spei xed metri beause,
for N 6= 0, we an hoose κx0 = Nζx0 , κa = ζa + Naζx0 . Moreover, this group
of projetable transformations denoted Qcan, is another non-normal subgroup
of the group Q of metri dependent oordinate transformations, and the spae
of Einstein's universes an as well be reovered as the quotient of the spae
of solutions of (2) by Qcan (see [6℄ for details).The program an be ahieved
by identifying the generators of the orresponding anonial transformations on
ADM phase spae, in terms of rst lass onstraints, as well as their Dira Pois-
son algebra [37, 6, 31℄. The previous anonial transformations orrespond to
transformations leaving the anonial ation o-shell invariant up to boundary
terms. However, the relevant gauge xings are intimately related to the form
of these boundary terms. Every onstraints exept Ht are linear in the anon-
ial momenta, and the ADM ation is fully invariant under the orresponding
symmetries, they an be anonially gauge xed. The gauge xing assoiated
to hamiltonian onstraint annot be a anonial one, in the ation priniple we
have hosen, without restritions of the phase spae. However, it an obviously
be xed by a derivative gauge[38℄.
Let us now study the ase of rst-order gravity. The onguration spae is
larger than the previous one, due to the redundant parametrization (1) of the
metri in terms of the soldering form. However, we have to identify solutions
of (3)(4) related by Noether Lagrangian symmetries formed by loal Lorentz
transformations. This innitesimal Lagrangian gauge symmetry is desribed by
a lorentz vetor (λa)a∈IM
δL[λ]e
a
α = εbc
a ebαλ
c
(10)
δL[λ]̟
a
α = ∂αλ
a + εbc
a̟bαλ
c. (11)
In order to onsider the ation of this symmetry on the ation, we an use
Chern-Simons notations. We have δL[λ]Aα = ∂αλ+ [Aα, λ], where λ = λ
aξa,L.
And, dening the so(3, 1)−gauge transformations
δG[Γ]Aα ≡ DAαΓ ≡ ∂αΓ + [Aα,Γ] (12)
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for any mapping Γ :M→ g, we an verify the following o-shell transformation
properties
δG[Γ]S
bulk
CS [A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij
(
< ∂iA
(L)
j ,Γ
(T ) > + < ∂iA
(T )
j ,Γ
(L) >
)
δG[Γ]SΣ[A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij
(
< ∂iA
(L)
j + [A
(L)
i , A
(L)
j ]− [A(T )i , A(T )j ],Γ(T ) >
− < ∂iA(T )j ,Γ(L) >
)
It is a trivial onsequene that SHP [e,̟] is fully gauge invariant under
so(2, 1)−gauge symmetries δG[λ] = δL[λ] (beause λ(T ) = 0).
The absene of the veloities e˙ ax0 , ˙̟
a
x0 in these formulas ensures that this
transformation is projetable to phase spae, without hanges, in an o-shell
symmetry of the total ation. The assoiated anonial generator and the
expliit transformations of the lagrange multipliers are found in the standard
way[18, 19, 26℄. More preisely, for any innitesimal generator Γ ∈ l, any fun-
tion f of the set of anonial variables transforms as δG[Γ]f = {f,G(Γ)}, with
G(Γ) ≡< Γ, ǫijFij [A] > + < Ψ, DAx0Γ >, and the lagrange multipliers have to
transform aordingly to δG[Γ]Σ = [Σ,Γ] − DAx0Γ˙ . The total ation is then
fully o-shell invariant under this symmetry (the previous formulas an be used
as dening the o-shell extension of the omplete so(3, 1)−gauge symmetry al-
though it does not let the ation fully invariant in itself).
Let us now onsider the dieomorphism symmetries. The innitesimal pas-
sive transformations assoiated to omponents of a vetor eld (ζα)α∈IM are
given by the Lie derivative
δD[ζ]e
a
α = e
a
β∂αζ
β + ζβ∂βe
a
α (13)
δD[ζ]̟
a
α = ̟
a
β∂αζ
β + ζβ∂β̟
a
α. (14)
For the same reasons as in the ADM desription, suh a transformation is not
projetable, beause of the presene of the veloities e˙ ax0 , ˙̟
a
x0 in the formulas
desribing reparametrization along time diretion. We have then to onsider
metri dependent oordinates transformations. For example, if
⋆ex
0
0 6= 0, we
an, one again, hoose ζx
0 ≡ ⋆ex00 κx
0
and ζi ≡ κi + ⋆ei0κx
0
, and we an hek
that we obtain a projetable symmetry. However, another hoie is usually
made, using extensively the invertibility of the soldering form. To any eld of
lorentz vetors (τa)a∈IM , eventually depending of spatial dynamial variables
(this dependene is probably unavoidable if we want these symmetries to form
a group, but this point will not be studied here), we will assoiate the vetor
eld ζα(τ) ≡ ⋆eαa τa and the eld of lorentz vetors λa(τ) ≡ −̟aαζα(τ). A basi
omputation gives the following projetable dieomorphisms(
δD[ζ(τ)] + δL[λ(τ)]
)
̟aα = τ
d ⋆eβd(∂β̟
a
α − ∂α̟aβ + εbc a̟bβ̟cα) (15)
=
1
l2c
τbecαεbc
a + τd ⋆eβdC
a
βα(e,̟) (16)(
δD[ζ(τ)] + δL[λ(τ)]
)
eaα = ∂ατ
a + τd ⋆eβd(∂βe
a
α − ∂αeaβ + εbc a̟bβecα)
= ∂ατ
a + τb̟cαεbc
a + τd ⋆eβdT
a
βα(e,̟), (17)
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whih do not ontain the veloities e˙ ax0 , ˙̟
a
x0 and are then projetable.
We will denote the previous lagrangian transformations
δL,PD[λ, τ ] ≡ δD[ζ(τ)] + δL[λ(τ) + λ], (18)
and we have to notie that, reiproally, we have δD[ζ] + δL[λ] = δL,PD[λ +
̟αζ
α, eαζ
α]. We will denote ðL,PD the algebra of these gauge symmetries, and
GL,PD the group of assoiated large transformations. As soon as this mapping
is invertible, i.e. the soldering form is non-degenerate, GL,PD is equal to the
group of dieomorphisms + loal lorentz transformations.
The previous projetable symmetries an be related to another projetable
symmetry, i.e. so(3, 1) gauge transformations δG, at least innitesimally and
on-shell. Indeed, dening τ = τaξa,T and Γ(λ,τ) = λ+ τ we an hek that
δG[Γ(λ,τ)]A
I
α = δL,PD[λ, τ ]A
I
α + δTS [ζ(τ)]A
I
α. (19)
with the trivial gauge symmetry part given by δTS [ζ]A
I
α ≡ ζβF Iαβ(A). It
is trivial in the sense that it is null if the zero urvature equations, i.e. the
onstraints and equations of motion, are veried. It then seems appealing to
replae δL,PD by the more simple transformations δG in the study of the redued
phase spae of gravity. Generally, this remark is taken as the basi fat allowing
for a reinterpretation of gravity as a Chern-Simons theory. However, we have
to take it with aution beause, even when innitesimal symmetries oinide
on-shell, they an dier dramatially in two dierent aspets: onerning their
ation on boundary onditions dening the variational problem and at the level
of their group struture.
Let us, rstly, study the problem of boundary onditions. Plugging δAIα ≡
δTS [ζ]A
I
α into the following o shell-formulas
δSbulkCS [A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫∫
M
d3x ǫαβγ < δAα, Fβγ(A) > +
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij < δAi, Aj >
δSΣ[A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij
(
< δA
(L)
i , A
(T )
j > + < A
(L)
i , δA
(T )
j >
)
gives, as soon as the vetor eld ζ is tangent to the boundary, the following
boundary ontributions
δTS [ζ]S
bulk
CS [A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij < ζαAα, ∂iAj >
δTS [ζ]SΣ[A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij
(
< ∂iA
(L)
j + [A
(L)
i , A
(L)
j ]− [A(T )i , A(T )j ], ζαA(T )α >
− < ∂iA(T )j , ζαA(L)α >
)
.
As a result, we then onlude that SHP [A] is fully o-shell invariant un-
der transformations δL,PD[λ, τ ] as soon as
⋆ex
0
a τ
a |Σt1,2= 0, this restrition
being due to the presene of a gauge symmetry assoiated to a rst lass on-
straint non-linear in the anonial momenta. As a result of previous disus-
sions, the variational priniple of SHP [A] desribes an ation assoiated to the
lass of paths (Ωi, Ei)i∈IΣ (we do not mention ̟x0 , ex0 whih are not subjet
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to dynamial equations) up to symmetries δL,PD[λ, τ ], s.t. Na(E)τa |Σt1,2= 0,
the variations of (Ωi, Ei)i∈IΣ being restrited at the boundaries by δΩi |Σt1,2=
0, ∀i ∈ IΣ ( (Ei)i∈IΣ are freely varied and in partiular no onstraint is re-
quired to be fulllled at the boundaries ). This physial problem is dierent
from that desribed by ADM ation. It would be more natural to have a vari-
ational priniple assoiated to a lass of paths (Ωi, Ei)i∈IΣ up to symmetries
δL,PD[λ, τ ], s.t. Na(E)τa |Σt1,2= 0, the variations of (Ωi, Ei)i∈IΣ being taken
eventually on the onstraint surfae εijT aij(E,Ω) |Σt1,2= 0, ∀a ∈ IM and re-
strited at the boundaries by δ (qij(E)) |Σt1,2= 0, ∀i, j ∈ IΣ . However, bound-
ary terms orresponding to suh a variational priniple seem to be unknown in
the litterature.
Then, it seems diult to implement the symmetries δG to replae δL,PD in
the study of the redued phase spae, beause SHP [A] is not invariant, not even
on-shell, by general transformations of the type δG[Γ(λ,τ)], due to the boundary
terms. Obviously, boundary terms an always be added to an ation in order to
hange its invariane properties [19, 25℄. This proedure has been developped
espeially to deal with the problems assoiated to gauge symmetries oming
from rst lass onstraints non-linear in the momenta (our ase is of this type).
We have to take are that this proedure indues at the same time a hange in
the lass of paths dening the variational problem, or neessitates the addition of
new degrees of freedom. In fat, these hanges, although apparently irrelevant,
generally aet the physis desribed by the resulting ation priniple espeially
in the type of observables we will onsider. This proedure deals with the
problems onerning gauge symmetries, but disregards invariane properties
under other rigid symmetries of the ation priniple and also external physial
informations about observables onerning measurement proess. It appears
sometimes that some restritions of the symmetries at boundaries have to be
onsidered as physially signiant fats for the observer theory. It is lear,
for example, that for the free relativisti partile, as soon as we are interested
in measuring positions, we have to take are of boundary restritions on time
reparametrization symmetry, and the proper-time gauge is, at least for this
purpose, as physially meaningful as any fully gauge invariant extension of this
theory. However, if our observer's theory disregards observables aeted by
suh a gauge symmetry in the bulk, it is unsense to take are of boundary
restritions on the gauge. Again in the ase of the free relativisti partile, if we
are only interested in measuring moments, whih are gauge invariant under this
symmetry, we do not have to take are of the boundary restritions imposed by
our ation on this gauge freedom.
If we are really interested in the invariane of the ation under δG[Γ(λ,τ)],
a oneivable method is to onsider τ |Σt1,2= 0, this hoie ( less restritive
but related hoies are made in the ase of asymptoti boundaries) is often
impliit in the litterature. Obviously, it is also possible to omplete Chern-
Simons ation in order to obtain a fully δG[Γ(λ,τ)]−gauge invariant extension
of gravity. This program has been ahieved in [4℄, but despite of attrative
algebrai features, the resulting theory is far from the physial problem we want
to desribe in anonial gravity for dierent reasons. Firstly, both alternatives
are problemati in the sense that they fore us to deal with the boundary values
of the metri, or other geometri elds, in a given spatial oordinate system.
Although perfetly ompatible with a spetator-observer desription of gravity
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these approahes seem to be ompletely o the sope of a partiipant-observer
desription, in the sense that their purpose is to give an answer to a question
whih has no sense in this perspetive. Indeed, as soon as, in a partiipant
observer perspetive, the observables we will onsider, based on matter degrees
of freedom, will be invariant under δG in the bulk, it is totally useless to take are
of boundary restritions on this symmetry. As a onlusion, it will be orret,
for the partiipant observer desription, to disregard boundary restritions on
the gauge symmetry δG.
Let us now study the other soure of problems with the identiation of
these two symmetries, i.e. the dierene between the group strutures of the
symmetries δG, δL,PD. This dierene will have dramati onsequenes on the
global aspets of the physial phase spae. We will denote ∆G[g], for g in the
gauge groupGG assoiated to SL(2,C)R (the universal overing of SO(3, 1)), the
large gauge transformations, and ∆L,PD[u], for u in the gauge group GL,PD the
large projetable dieomorphisms + loal Lorentz transformations. We do not
want to enter into the details of the struture of the group GL,PD of projetable
dieomorphisms and loal lorentz transformations. However, a key point has to
be mentioned. The large gauge transformations, integrated from (12), are given
by
∆G[g](Aα) = g
−1Aαg + g−1∂αg. (20)
Let us onsider a onnetion A solution of the zero-urvature equation,
with A(T ) orresponding to a nowhere-degenerate soldering form. It is lear
that, at least loally, a gauge transformation an always be found suh that
(∆G[g](Aα)) = 0, whih is inompatible with the requirement that (∆G[g](A))
(T )
is assoiated to a non-degenerate soldering form. This is a ruial dierene be-
tween these symmetry groups. Indeed, it is never possible to nd any projetable
dieomorphism and loal lorentz transformation suh that (∆L,PD[g](Aα))
(T ) =
0.
We have already mentioned how Chern-Simons extension of gravity was ob-
tained by inorporating degenerate soldering forms. The extension of the al-
lowed range for the dynamial variables is simultaneous to an extension of the
gauge group. Indeed, the gauge symmetry is then assoiated to ∆G and not to
∆L,PD anymore. In fat, the spae of lassial solutions of the Hilbert-Palatini
theory is obtained as the spae of so(3, 1)onnetions (Aα)α∈IM , with a non
degenerate translation part, i.e.
ǫαβγ < A(T )α , [A
(T )
β , A
(T )
γ ] > 6= 0, (21)
obeying the zero urvature equations (9), equipped with the equal-time Poisson
braket
{AIi (x), AJj (y)}2 =
2lc
ϑ
ǫijt
IJδ(2)(x− y) , (22)
and moded out by the ation of the gauge group GL,PD given by (15)(18).
The spae of lassial solutions of Chern-Simons gravity is obtained as the
spae of so(3, 1)onnetions (Aα)α∈IM , without restrition of its translation
part, obeying the zero urvature equations (9), equipped with the same equal-
time Poisson braket, and moded out by the ation of the gauge group GG given
by (20). We have moreover to deide, in eah of these ases, if these spaes must
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be moded out by the group of orientation preserving dieomorphisms of the base
spae not onneted to the identity, i.e. the mapping lass group.
A ontrario from the ommon opinion exposed in urrent litterature on the
subjet, the redued phase spae of Chern-Simons gravity is in fat smaller than
that of gravity. This point is very subtle, and generally disregarded by most of
the authors (see however the fundamental H.J.Matshull's paper [23℄, see also
[14℄), we prefer to develop these points after having ompleted our perspetive on
the plae of the observers and having emphasized some fundamental observables
allowing us to emphasize preisely the disrepany between the two phase spaes.
2.2.3 Overview on the redued phase spae of Chern-Simons deSitter
gravity in vauo
Before to study the oupling to partiles, we want to explain an interesting
desription of the spae of lassial solutions of Chern-Simons gravity, the so-
alled ombinatorial approah, through the study of a simple example.
Let us take Σ to be a 2−torus parametrized by two angles (ϕ, ψ) ∈ [0, 2π[×2.
The set O = {(t, ϕ, ψ) ∈]t1, t2[×]0, 2π[×2} is a onneted and simply onneted
open subset of ]t1, t2[×Σ, on whih the zero urvature equations an be solved
up to the ation of the gauge group GG by Aα = k
−1∂αk, α ∈ {t, ϕ, ψ} where k
is a smooth mapping from O to G. We will not onsider restritions of k oming
from the boundaries Σt1 ,Σt2 . The ambiguities on k are linked to the ation of the
gauge group, given by a smooth mapping g from ]t1, t2[×Σ to G, as k 7→ kg, and
the Noether rigid symmetry given by a xed element s of the group G as k 7→ sk.
If we introdue the notations v1(t, ϕ) =
−−−→
Pexp
∫ 2π
0 dψ Aψ(t, ϕ, ψ) and v2(t, ψ) =−−−→
Pexp
∫ 2π
0 dϕAϕ(t, ϕ, ψ), we an verify that v1(t, ϕ) ≡ k−1(t, ϕ, 0+)k(t, ϕ, 2π−)
and v2(t, ψ) ≡ k−1(t, 0+, ψ)k(t, 2π−, ψ). Separately, we an introdue u1(t, ϕ) ≡
k(t, ϕ, 0+)k−1(t, ϕ, 2π−) and u2(t, ψ) ≡ k(t, 0+, ψ)k−1(t, 2π−, ψ). We an hek,
using the ation of the gauge, that u1, u2 are gauge invariant and, using the
smoothness of the onnetion, that they are independent of their parameters,
i.e. u1(t, ϕ) ≡ u1 and u2(t, ψ) ≡ u2. The zero urvature equation implies
moreover that u1u2u
−1
1 u
−1
2 = I, so u1, u2 an be redued in a ommon basis.
Endly, the Noether symmetry ats on them as u1,2 7→ su1,2s−1 then, only their
onjugay lasses c1, c2 are physially relevant. Reiproally, let be given two
onnetions A,A′ solutions of the zero urvature equation and assoiated to the
same ouple c1, c2 dened along previous proedure. If we hoose smooth gauges
k, k′ respetively assoiated to A,A′, the mapping g = k−1k′ an be shown to
be smooth on the whole ]t1, t2[×Σ, using the fat that k, k′ are assoiated to
the same c1, c2. Then A and A
′
are related by a gauge transformation.
Generially, u1, u2 an be diagonalized simultaneously, using the noether
symmetry, their onjugay lass being respetively given by c1,2 = e
2π(λ1,2ξ0,T+ρ1,2ξ0,L).
These datas dene ompletely an element of the spae of lassial solutions of
Chern-Simons theory, and a onnetion Aα solution of the zero-urvature equa-
tion ompatible with them is, for example, A = (λ1ξ0,T + ρ1ξ0,L)dψ+(λ2ξ0,T +
ρ2ξ0,L)dϕ. Any observable an be written in terms of c1, c2 however the Poisson
algebra appears to be not so easy to desribe in these terms. Nevertheless it an
be done and lead to beautiful algebrai strutures, see [33℄ for the original pa-
per, [15℄for the lassial desription, and [9℄ for the quantization and the study
of the quantum phase spae of the vauum Chern-Simons deSitter gravity.
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3 Point masses in deSitter gravity
Before to study the oupling of Chern-Simons deSitter gravity to point partiles
in three dimensions we have to reall some basi fats about free partiles on a
xed deSitter bakground.
3.1 Free relativisti partile on deSitter spaetime
Notations and basi properties of SL(2,C) used in this setion an be found in
the appendix A.1.
3.1.1 Basi notions on deSitter spaetime
The deSitter spaetime dS3 is dened as the maximally symmetri solution
to 2+1 dimensional Einstein's equations (2). Its metri an be desribed, for
example, in ylindrial oordinates as
ds2 = −(1− r
2
l2c
)dt2 +
dr2
(1− r2
l2c
)
+ r2dφ2.
We have to notie that this metri desribes only a part of dS3.
It an be embedded into the 4-dimensional Minkowski spae M4 as follows.
M4 will be identied with the set of 2× 2 hermitian matries H by the isomor-
phism of vetor spae:
M4 −→ H , x 7−→ X = xµσµ =
(
x0 + x1 x2 − ix3
x2 + ix3 x0 − x1
)
. (23)
This map is an isometry as soon as we equip H with the pseudo-norm |X |2 =
−det(X). dS3 an be mapped to the subset D of H dened by:
D = {Q ∈ H| detQ = −l2c}. (24)
A distane is indued on dS3 from that on M4, d(Q,Q
′)2 = l2ctr(Q
−1Q′− I)
for any ouple Q,Q′ ∈ D.
The ation of the (universal overing of the) Lorentz group G = SL(2,C)
on M4 is translated into the following ation on H:
G×H −→ H , (Λ, X) 7−→ ΛX = ΛXΛ†. (25)
This ation desends to the subset D and promotes G = SL(2,C) as the group
of moves on dS3; a basi subgroup of G, i.e. Lo, forms the 2+ 1 Lorentz group.
As a onsequene, if we onsider an arbitrary element o ∈ D, we an dene
an appliation from the onguration spae C ≡ SL(2,C) to D as follows:
C −→ D , M 7−→ QM =MoM † . (26)
As a remark, we have the following interesting formula
d(QM , Q
′
M )
2 = l2ctr((M
−1M ′)(M−1M ′)⋆ − I). (27)
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Obviously this map is multivalued. In fat, we an deompose D as the
union D+o ∪ D−o with D±o = {Q ∈ D|Tr(I ± Qo−1) > 0} suh that on eah of
these parts the appliation
Υ± : D±o −→ To , Q 7−→ Υ±(Q) =
I ±Qo−1√
Tr(I ±Qo−1) (28)
is invertible with inverse dened by Υ−1± (τ) = ±τ2o.
Moreover, if Q and Q′ are two elements of D, it is always possible to nd an
element o suh that these two elements belong to D+o .
We will denote by (θT,i)i=0,1,2 a system of loal oordinates on dS3, we will
denote xi := θT,i as well. Using the mappings Υ± we dene an atlas of To
given by a set of mappings from R3 to To we will denote abusively x 7→ τ(x).
We will introdue also (θL,i)i=0,1,2 a system of loal oordinates on Lo, we will
denote ri := θL,i as well and will denote abusively r 7→ λ(r) the orresponding
mappings from R3 to Lo. Due to fatorization theorems realled in the appendix
A.1, these datas allow us to parametrize the onguration spae C ≡ SL(2,C)
as a whole and we will denote (θI)I∈{T,L}×{0,1,2} 7→ M(θ) = τ(θT )λ(θL) the
orresponding matrix of oordinate funtions.
The metri on dS3 is given by dx
igxixj (x)dx
j = l2c det(d(τ(x)
2)) and eaα
and ωaα dened suh that τ
−1∂xiτ = ( 1lc e
a
xi
ξT,a + ω
a
xi
ξL,a) is a solution of
(3)(4) giving a rst order desription of dS3. Let us notie how the rst or-
der datas transform under their basi loal symmetry assoiated to Lorentz
group. If λ is a given mapping from an open subset of R3 to Lo, then the loal
Lorentz transformations assoiated to λ are dened by ( 1
lc
eaxiξT,a + ω
a
xiξL,a) 7→
λ−1( 1
lc
ea
xi
ξT,a + ω
a
xi
ξL,a)λ+ λ
−1∂xiλ ≡ ( 1lc e′axiξT,a + ω′axiξL,a). Then it is obvi-
ous that any mapping k from an open subset of R3 to G denes a rst order
desription of dS3 by k
−1∂xik = ( 1lc e
′a
xiξT,a+ω
′a
xiξL,a), whih assoiated metri
is dxigxixj (x)dx
j = l2cdet(d(kk
⋆)).
The usual expression of timelike geodesi equations on dS3 in terms of the
proper time σ an be simplied in this framework, i.e. if we express them in
terms of Q, into the following equation d
2Q
dσ2
= Q. In fat, these trajetories are
parametrized by Q(σ) = M0e
2σξT,0M⋆0 o.
3.1.2 The relativisti partile on dS3
The basi ation priniple used to desribe a relativisti partile of mass m and
spin s on dS3 is
Sp[M ] =
∫ t2
t1
dt < χb+,b− |M−1 dM
dt
> , (29)
where χb+,b− ≡ b+(m, s)ξL,0 + b−(m, s)ξT,0with b+(m, s) ≡ mlc, b−(m, s) ≡
s. The dynamial variable M belongs to C ≡ SL(2,C). In order to dene
the variational problem, half of the dynamial variables are kept xed at the
boundaries suh that in partiular < χb+,b− |M−1δM > (t1,2) = 0, i.e. the
position on deSitter spaetime QM in the ase of a purely massive partile, the
problem of boundary onditions will be disussed soon. The anonial analysis
of this system has been already done in the litterature (see for example [5℄[11℄).
Better than working with oordinates (θI)I∈Ig and their momenta (πI)I∈Ig , we
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will work with the matrix of oordinate funtions M and P = pIξ
I
, where pI
are ertain funtions of oordinates and momenta hosen suh that the Poisson
brakets are given by:
{M1,M2} = 0 , {P1,M2} = t12M2 , {P1, P2} = −[t12, P1] (30)
(here we used the tensorial notation A1 = A
m
n E
n
m ⊗ 1 and A2 = 1⊗Amn Enm, for
any 2 × 2 matrix A and (Enm)m,n is the anonial basis of the spae of 2 × 2
matries).
The set of primary onstraints is given by
C[M,P ] = M−1PM + χb+,b− ≈ 0. (31)
The anonial Hamiltonian is equal to zero. The ation (29) is equivalent to
the rst order ation:
Stotp [M,P, µ] = −
∫
dt(< P |dM
dt
M−1 > +Htot[X,P, µ]) (32)
where µ ∈ g = sl(2,C) and the total Hamiltonian
Htotp [M,P, µ] =< µ|C[M,P ] > . (33)
Conservation of the onstraints under time evolution imposes no seondary on-
straints and x µ to belong to h, i.e.
µ = µh = ρLξL,0 + ρT ξT,0. (34)
The Dira braket an be easily omputed (see Appendix A.2). As P om-
mutes with the seond lass onstraints, the Poisson brakets (30) involving P
are not modied by the Dira redution:
{P1,M2}D = t12M2 , {P1, P2}D = −[t12, P1]
However, the Poisson braket (30) between matrix elements ofM is modied
into the following braket:
{M1,M2}D = M1M2R(0)12 (M,P )
where R
(0)
12 (M,P ) = r
(0)
12 (b˜+, b˜−) with b˜+ ≡ b++ < C[M,P ], ξ0,T >, b˜− ≡
b−+ < C[M,P ], ξ0,L > and r(0) is dened in the appendix A.4.
In the following we will restrit ourself to the purely massive ase, i.e. b− = 0.
The dynamial equations are given by
dM
dt
= {M,Htotp }D = −Mµh ,
dP
dt
= {P,Htotp }D = 0. (35)
Solutions of equations of motion and onstraints are parametrized by a xed
M0 ∈ G as
M(t) = M0exp
(
−
∫ t
t1
dv µh(v)
)
, P (t) = −b+M0ξL,0M−10 . (36)
The orresponding motion of the partile on deSitter spaetime is given
by QM (t) = M(t)oM(t)
† = M0exp(−2
∫ t
t1
dv ρT (v)ξT,0)oM
†
0 . It is lear, from
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the expression of the length element on the trajetory dl2 = −det(dQ) =
−l2cρT (t)2dt2, that lc |ρT (t)| is the ow rate of proper-time. The proper time is
then given by
ϑ(t) = lc
∫ t
t1
dv |ρT (v)| . (37)
From (36), it is easy to see that, if v 7→ ρT (v) is a ontinuous funtion suh
that ρT (v) 6= 0, ∀v, Q(σ) = QM (ϑ−1(σ)) obeys the timelike geodesi equation
d2Q
dσ2
= Q. In order to avoid multiple ounting of histories and to hek if a
gauge hoie allows us to selet ausal histories aording to previous remark,
we have to study arefully the gauge symmetries of our ation.
Innitesimal gauge symmetries generated by the rst lass onstraints are:
δH [γ]M = −Mγ , δH [γ]P = 0 , where γ ∈ h. (38)
If we allow also the Lagrange multipliers µ to transform as:
δH [γ]µ = −γ˙ + [γ, µ] (39)
we obtain δH [γ]S
tot
p [M,P, µ] = [−b+ < γ | ξL,0 >]t2t1 . If we do not hange our
ation priniple we have to require < γ | ξL,0 > (t1,2) = 0, and the natural par-
tial gauge xing ompatible with this gauge freedom is obtained by the usual
derivative gauge < µ˙ | ξL,0 >= 0. The residual gauge freedom γ = κξL,0, whih
orresponds to an internal gauge symmetry, an then be xed by a anoni-
al gauge. However, we will not pay attention to these gauge degrees of free-
dom. Up to trivial gauge symmetries, the gauge symmetry orresponding to
the reparametrization of the worldline of the partile t 7→ t+ ς(t) an be reov-
ered from the previous gauge transformations by taking γ = ς(t)µh. It appears
that our derivative gauge xes also the reparametrization freedom aording to
proper-time gauge whih selets ausal histories, this fat justies in itself the
interest of this gauge-xing. The identiation of boundary terms hanging our
ation priniple in order to ensure its omplete invariane seems then to be of
no partiular interest.
Endly, it is important to notie that our ation is also invariant under some
rigid Noether symmetries. The rst one, orresponding to the hange of origin
and referene frame orresponds to the isometry group of deSitter spaetime. It
is simply given by
M 7→ g−1M P 7→ g−1Pg µ 7→ µ (40)
g being a xed element of the group G.
3.2 Coupling gravity to point masses
3.2.1 the Kerr-deSitter solution
The Kerr-deSitter metri desribing a gravity eld oupled to a partile at rest,
of massm and spin s, in presene of a positive osmologial onstant was studied
in [20℄, is given, in ylindrial oordinates, by
ds2 = −(C(m) − r
2
l2c
+
l2cD(s)
4r2
)dt2 +
dr2
(C(m) − r2l2c +
l2cD(s)
4r2 )
+ r2(dφ− lcD(s)
2r2
dt)2
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(we will hoose C(m) = 1 − ϑm2π , D(s) = ϑs2πlc ). This metri is obtained as
the rotationally symmetri and stationary solution of Einstein's equation with
a positive osmologial onstant whih tends to deSitter spaetime asymptoti-
ally (C(m), D(s)are the onstants appearing in the integration of this dynami-
al problem)[27℄. We have to notie that the presene of the pure point mass
(m 6= 0, s = 0) auses the metri to have a onial singularity at the origin,
indeed
ds2 ∝r∝0 −(1− r
2
l2c
)dt2 +
dr2
(1 − r2
l2c
)
+ C(m)r
2dφ2.
We will have to relax the requirement of smoothness of the dynamial elds
in the viinity of partiles, this point will be studied in the next subsetion.
In order to simplify the expressions of the rst-order desription, we notie
that this metri an be reparametrized into the following nie formula
ds2 = −l2ccos2(ρ)(a+dτ − a−dφ)2 + l2cdρ2 + l2csin2(ρ)(a−dτ + a+dφ)2
where a±(m, s) =
√
±C(m)+
√
C2
(m)
+D2
(s)
2 , and the adimensional real variables
ρ, τ are t = lcτ, r
2 = l2c(a
2
+sin
2(ρ)− a2−cos2(ρ)), ρ ∈ [ρmin ≡ Arctan(a−a+ ), π2 [ .
A soldering form an be hosen aording to this metri:
e2τ = lca−sin(ρ) e
1
τ = 0 e
0
τ = lca+cos(ρ)
e2φ = lca+sin(ρ) e
1
φ = 0 e
0
φ = −lca−cos(ρ)
e0ρ = 0 e
1
ρ = −lc e0ρ = 0
and the spin-onnetion, assoiated to it, is given by:
̟2τ = a+sin(ρ) ̟
1
τ = 0 ̟
0
τ = −a−cos(ρ)
̟2φ = −a−sin(ρ) ̟1φ = 0 ̟0φ = −a+cos(ρ)
̟0ρ = 0 ̟
1
ρ = 0 ̟
0
ρ = 0
The so(3, 1)−onnetion built from these datas is simply given by
Aτ = e
ρξ1,T (a+ξ0,T − a−ξ0,L)e−ρξ1,T
Aφ = −eρξ1,T (a−ξ0,T + a+ξ0,L)e−ρξ1,T
Aρ = −ξ1,T
It is interesting to remark that the previous formula an be rewritten as
A = V −1BV + V −1dV, B ≡ −(a−ξ0,T + a+ξ0,L)dφ, V ≡ e−τ(a+ξ0,T−a−ξ0,L)e−ρξ1,T .
3.2.2 Coupling point masses to gravity: the regularization problem
Till now we have not mentioned what are the onstraints and equations of
motion giving previous expressions as solutions. The problem is that the stress-
energy tensor of the partile has no anonially dened meaning in the dis-
tributional sense, and we have to regularize arefully the kinematial and dy-
namial equations to produe previous solutions. In order to inorporate on-
ial singularities, we have to slightly hange our assumptions about the base
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manifold. Hene, we will onsider the worldlines of N partiles as mappings
(x(n))n=1,··· ,N from [t1, t2] to Σ. For this purpose, we replae M by the three
dimensional ompat manifold with boundaries, denoted M∗, obtained from
M by removing N disjoint open tubular neighbourhoods (c(n))n=1...N of the
worldlines. M∗ inherits a foliation from M and we will denote by Σ∗t the slie
at label t ofM∗. The boundary of Σ∗t onsists in the union of N disjoint irles
(l(n)(t))n=1,··· ,N . The spatial boundary will be denoted B ≡ ∪t∈[t1,t2]st, st ≡
∪ni=1l(n)(t). Any smooth funtion f dened on M∗an be restrited to B and
we will denote f¯ this restrition. Points x(n) of l(n)(t) are parametrized by
(t, φ), where t ∈ [t1, t2] is the time oordinate and φ ∈ [0, 2π[ is an angu-
lar oordinate,
∫
l(n)(t)
f will denote
∫ 2π
0 dφ f(x(n)(t, φ)),
∫
st
≡ ∑Nn=1 ∫l(n)(t)
and
∫
B ≡
∫ t2
t1
dt
∫
st
. Note that the orientation of eah irle l(n)(t) is ho-
sen suh that
∫
Σ∗t
d2xǫij∂iuj = −
∑N
n=1
∫
l(n)(t)
dφ uφ for any one-form u =∑
l=1,2 uxldx
l
. Here and in the sequel, we will urrently denote u¯φ(t, φ) ≡∑
l=1,2 uxl(x(n)(t, φ))
∂xl(n)
∂φ
and ∂φf¯(t, φ) ≡
∑
l=1,2(∂xlf)(x(n)(t, φ))
∂xl(n)
∂φ
, for
any one-form u and funtion f dened on Σ∗ with value in g . For any f ∈
C∞(B, g), we dene fav.(n) ∈ C∞([t1, t2], g) by fav.(n) (t) ≡ 12π
∫ 2π
0
dφ f
(
x(n)(t, φ)
)
,
and f˘ ∈ C∞(B, g) by f˘(x(n)(t, φ)) ≡ fav.(n) (t). Aording to our spetator-
observer perspetive, we will disregard information oming from the hoie of
oordinates, and beause there is no global topologial obstrution to do that,
we will suppose, in the following, that
∂x
µ
(n)
∂t
= δµ0 .
We will require the soldering form, the spin onnetion and also the mappings
dening the gauge transformations to be smooth on M∗ and its boundaries.
These assumptions are too general for our purpose of desribing the worldline
of a point partile, and we have to impose some boundary onditions on the on-
netion in order to ensure, at least, that the distane, omputed from the metri
assoiated to the translational part of the onnetion, from the points x(n)(t, φ)
and x(n)(t, φ
′)) = 0 is null ∀n ∈ 1, · · · , N, ∀t ∈ [t1, t2], ∀φ, φ′ ∈ [0, 2π[ (it means
that a worldline is not a ylinder), and also to x kinematial properties of the
partile.
There are two relatively dierent points of view in the litterature about these
boundary onditions.
The rst onstrution introdued by E.Witten [40, 13℄ is an attempt to
restore a omplete gauge symmetry in presene of matter. To this aim, we
assoiate to eah partile a dynamial variable M(n) onstant along eah irle
l(n). The ation of a free partile (29) being, as a fundamental fat, invariant
under the rigid left ation of the group G dened in (40). We an gauge this
symmetry thanks to a so(3, 1)− gauge eld A whih dynamis will be ditated
by the ation studied in the previous setion. The gauge algebra ð is hosen to
be
ð ≡
{
Γ ∈ C∞(M∗, g)/Γ¯ = Γ˘
}
and the ation of ξ ∈ ð on the gauge eld A and on dynamial variables M(n),
for n ∈ {1, · · · , N} will be respetively given by:
δG[Γ]Aµ = D
A
µ Γ , δG[Γ]M(n) = Γ
av.
(n)M(n) , ∀Γ ∈ ð. (41)
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As a result, the minimal oupling ation for a partile given by:
Sc[M(n), A] =
∫ t2
t1
dt < χb
(n)
+ ,b
(n)
− |M−1(n)
dM(n)
dt
+M−1(n)(At)
av.
(n)M(n) > , (42)
is let invariant by the previous loal symmetry, beause of the formula δG[Γ]
(
(At)
av.
(n)
)
=
∂tΓ
av.
(n) + [(At)
av.
(n),Γ
av.
(n)].
The dynami of the gauge eld A is, a priori, desribed in terms of the
Hilbert-Palatini ation, but the ation is now dened on the manifold with
boundary M∗, i.e. SHP [A] = SbulkCS [A] + SΣ[A] with
SbulkCS [A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫∫
M∗
d3x ǫαβγ
(
< Aα, ∂βAγ > +
1
3
< Aα, [Aβ , Aγ ] >
)
=
lc
ϑ
∫
dt
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x ǫij (− < Ai, ∂tAj > + < At, Fij [A] >) + lc
ϑ
∫
dt
∫
st
< A¯t|A¯φ >
SΣ[A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σ∗t2−Σ∗t1
d2x ǫij < A
(L)
i , A
(T )
j > .
For the moment, we will not be interested in the possible supplementary
terms assoiated to boundaries Σt1 and Σt2 in order to hange the variational
priniple. It is manifest that the presene of the tubes orresponding to partiles
breaks gauge invariane of the Chern-Simons ation and we have:
δG[Γ]S
bulk
CS [A] = −
lc
ϑ
∫∫
B
< ∂tΓ¯|A¯φ > + lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σ∗t2−Σ∗t1
d2x ǫij < Ai, ∂jΓ > (43)
δG[Γ]SΣ[A] =
−lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σ∗t2−Σ∗t1
d2x ǫij < Ai, ∂jΓ > +
2lc
ϑ
∫
st2−st1
< Γ(T ), A
(L)
φ > (44)
+
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij < 2∂iA
(L)
j + [A
(L)
i , A
(L)
j ]− [A(T )i , A(T )j ],Γ(T ) >
In order to reover the gauge invariane, we hoose to add the following term
to the ation:
SB[A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
B
< A¯t|A¯φ > . (45)
It is immediate to show that SB[A] transforms as follows under a gauge trans-
formation:
δG[Γ]SB[A] =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
B
< ∂tΓ¯|A¯φ >
This expression is exatly the opposite of the problemati term whih appears
in (43); as a onsequene, the resulting ation SCS [A] + SB[A] is invariant by
gauge transformations.
In order to desribe the oupling between partiles and gravity, we will then
study the ation dened by:
SW [A,M ] = SHP [A] + SB[A] +
N∑
n=1
Sc[M(n), A] . (46)
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The seond onstrution introdued by H.J.Matshull in [22℄ follows a dif-
ferent perspetive to regularize partiles, trying to obtain an ation of gauge
symmetries, in the neighbourhood of the partile, as lose as possible from dif-
feomorphisms and loal Lorentz invariane. This regularization appears to be a
bit more diult to exploit for a anonial analysis. Our point of view, is that
both approahes must have a ommon gauge xed desription, and that for the
purpose of apturing the whole geometrial aspets of the whole universe, the
hoie of regularization in the viinity of partiles does not have any importane.
However, in order to develop the anonial analysis of our problem in presene
of boundaries, we have to take are of some subtleties in the omputations of
Poisson brakets [7℄.
3.2.3 Dira redution of Witten's type ation
It will be onvenient to express Witten's type ation as follows:
SW [A,M ] =
2lc
ϑ
∫
dt
(∫∫
Σ∗t
d2x ǫij< A
(T )
j | ∂tA(L)i > +
1
2
< At|ǫijFij(A) >
+
N∑
n=1
< χn|M−1(n)
dM(n)
dt
> +
∫
st
< A¯t|A¯φ − X˘ >
)
(47)
where X˘ is dened to be the mapping from the spatial boundary B to g dened
by
X˘(x(n)(t, φ)) ≡
−M(n)(t)χnM−1(n)(t)
2π
, (48)
χn =
ϑ
2lc
χb
(n)
+ ,b
(n)
− , (49)
and we will also introdue κn =
2lc
ϑ
κb
(n)
+ ,b
(n)
− .
We denote by (θI(n))I∈Ig the loal oordinates parametrizingM(n), aording
to the previous setion, and (πI (n))I∈Ig their anonial momenta. As in the free
partile ase, it will be onvenient to introdue the funtions P(n) ∈ g of the
previous variables, dened suh that:
{M(n)1,M(l)2} = 0, {P(n)1,M(l)2} = t12M(n)2δn,l, {P(n)1, P(l)2} = −[t12, P(n)1]δn,l.
(50)
We will denote by (BµI )I∈Ig,µ∈IM , the anonial momenta assoiated to the
gauge elds in order that:
{AIµ(x), BνJ (y)} = δJI δµν δ(2)(x− y) , ∀x, y ∈ Σ∗. (51)
For any one-form u =
∑
r∈IM uxrdx
r
and vetor eld v =
∑
r∈IM v
xr∂xr with
value in the Lie algebra g, we will dene B(u) ≡ ∫Σ∗ d2x < Bµ|uµ >and
A(v) =
∫
Σ∗ d
2x < Aµ|vµ > .
Let us examine the onstraints derived from the ation (47). It is immediate
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to show that the set of primary onstraints is given by:
C(n) ≡ M−1(n)P(n)M(n) +
2lc
ϑ
χn ≈ 0, ∀n ∈ {1, · · ·N}. (52)
Ξ(u) ≡ B(u)− 2lc
ϑ
A(ǫtµνu(L)µ ∂ν) ≈ 0, ∀u =
∑
r∈IM
uxrdx
r . (53)
We will all respetively CP and CΞ these sets of onstraints. We dedue, from
the ation, the total Hamiltonian :
HtotW [A,B;M,P ;µ, ρ] =
−2lc
ϑ
(
1
2
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x ǫij < At|Fij(A) > +
∫
st
< A¯t|A¯φ − X˘ >
)
+
N∑
n=1
< µ(n)|C(n) > +Ξ(ρ) . (54)
where we have introdued the Lagrange multipliers (µ(n))n=1,··· ,N ∈ g⊗N , and
ρ a one-form with value in g. Conservation of the onstraints (52) under time
evolution imposes the following onditions:
0 ≈
dC(n)
dt
=
{
C(n), H
tot
W
}
≈
2lc
ϑ
[µ(n) −M−1(n)(At)av.(n)M(n), χn] . (55)
As a result, the equations (55) do not impose any seondary onstraint. Indeed,
using the projetor introdued in (97), we an show that Lagrange multipliers
µ(n) are xed by:
µ(n) = µ(n)h −
[
κn, [M
−1
(n)(At)
av.
(n)M(n), χn]
]
, (56)
where (µ(n)h) is a freely hosen element of the Cartan subalgebra h . We will
prefer to introdue a family υ(n) suh that
µ(n) = υ(n) +M
−1
(n)(At)
av.
(n)M(n).
The restrition (56) is then easily rewritten as
υ(n) ∈ h. (57)
Let us now examine the requirement that onstraints (53) must be preserved
in time. In that ase, we obtain that:
0 ≈
dΞ(u)
dt
=
−2lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x ǫij < ui|ρj −DjAt > (58)
+
2lc
ϑ
(
1
2
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x ǫij < ut|Fij(A) > +
∫
st
< u¯t|A¯φ − X˘ >
)
.
It is straightforward to see that equation (59) imposes a restrition on the La-
grange multiplier ρ:
ρi = D
A
i At, i ∈ IΣ.
However, we obtain no restrition on the omponent ρt of the Lagrange multi-
plier. Furthermore, (59) also imposes the following seondary onstraint:
Ω(v) ≡ 1
2
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x ǫij < v|Fij(A) > +
∫
st
< v¯|A¯φ − X˘ >≈ 0 , (59)
v ∈ C∞(Σ∗, g).
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We will denote by CΩ this set of onstraints. The previous onstraints an be
written as bulk onstraints and boundary onstraints:
A¯φ = X˘ (60)
Fij(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ Σ∗t . (61)
The requirement that the onstraint Ω(v) must be preserved in time implies
tertiary onstraints. Indeed, using the restritions of the Lagrange multipliers
µ (56), we an show that time evolution of Ω(v) is given by:
dΩ(v)
dt
= Ω([At, v]) +
∫
st
< v¯t|∂φA¯t + [X˘, A¯t − A˘t] > (62)
The set of tertiary onstraints, denoted CΥ, is
Υ(w¯) ≡
∫
st
< w¯|∂φA¯t + [X˘, A¯t − A˘t] >≈ 0 . w¯ ∈ C∞(st, g) (63)
The study of the operator KXφ : C
∞(B, g) −→ C∞(B, g), u¯ 7→ ∂φu¯ + [X˘, u¯− u˘]
is detailed in the appendix A.3. As a result, these onstraints imply that
A¯t = A˘t (64)
Conservation of the onstraint (63) under time evolution produes no more
onstraint, but onstraints the Lagrange multiplier ρt. Using the previous on-
straint, we an simplify this xation to obtain
ρ¯t = ρ˘t (65)
The Dira proess ends and we are left with the set of onstraints C0 = CP ∪CΞ∪
CΩ∪CΥ. In order to study the onstrained surfae, it will be useful to replae the
onstraints Ω(v)and Υ(w¯) by an equivalent set of onstraints. Hene, denoting
X˜(x(n)(t, φ)) = X˘(x(n)(t, φ)) +
ϑ
4πlc
M(n)(t)(Cn)hM
−1
(n)(t)
=
ϑ
4πlc
M(n)(M
−1
(n)P(n)M(n))hM
−1
(n)
we dene
Ω˜(v) ≡ 1
2
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x ǫij < v|Fij(A) > +
∫
st
< v¯|A¯φ − X˜ >
Υ˜(w¯) ≡
∫
st
< w¯|KX˜φ A¯t >
and we will all C˜Ω and C˜Υ these new sets of onstraints.
The Poisson braket between onstraints of the subset CP is given by:
{C(n)1, C(l)2} = −[ 2lc
ϑ
(χn)2 − C(n)2, t12] δn,l . (66)
and the omputation of the Dira braket has already been done in the free
partile ase. As a result, Poisson brakets involving P(n) are unhanged and
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the Poisson braket between the elements M(n) is modied into the following
quadrati braket:
{M(n)1,M(l)2}1 = M(n)1M(n)2r(0)12 (b˜(n)+ , b˜(n)− ) δn,l (67)
where r12 is the lassial dynamial r-matrix introdued in the previous setion
and χb˜
(n)
+ ,b˜
(n)
− = χb
(n)
+ ,b
(n)
− − (C(n))h = −(M−1(n)P(n)M(n))h . The subset of rst
lass onstraints CfP orresponds to the Cartan part of the onstraints C(n).
After this partial redution, we are left with a Poisson braket {·, ·}1 and
the following set of onstraints C1 = CfP ∪ CΞ ∪ C˜Ω ∪ C˜Υ. CfP are also rst lass
in this omplete set.
The subset CΓ is treated as in vauo. The subset of rst lass (resp. seond
lass) onstraints is given by C0Ξ = {Ξ(u) | u = utdt}(resp. CsΞ = {Ξ(u) | u =∑
l=1,2 uxldx
l}). The Poisson brakets involving partiles degrees of freedom
are not modied by this redution beause P(n) and M(n), for n ∈ {1, · · · , N},
ommute with the seond lass onstraints belonging to CΞ. The Dira braket
between the gauge eld omponents is modied into the braket:
{A(u), A(v)}2 = −ϑ
2lc
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x ǫij < u
i, vj > . (68)
and the momenta orresponding to the spatial part of the onnetion an be
expliitely eliminated by the onstraints CsΞ. Finally, we have to onsider the
set of onstraints C2 = CfP ∪ C0Γ ∪ C˜Ω ∪ C˜Υ and the Poisson braket is given by
{·, ·}2.
The non-vanishing Poisson brakets between elements of C2 are given by:
{Ω˜(u), Ω˜(v)}2 = ϑ
2lc
(Ω˜([u, v])−
∫
st
< u¯|KX˜φ v¯ >) u, v ∈ C∞(Σ∗, g) (69)
{Ξ(udt), Υ˜(w¯)}2 = −
∫
st
< w¯|KX˜φ u¯ > , w¯ ∈ C∞(B, g) . (70)
We have to distinguish rst lass from seond lass onstraints. It is immediate
to see that, given w¯ ∈ C∞(B, g), Υ˜(w¯) would be rst lass if and only if w¯ = w˘,
but, in this ase Υ˜(w¯) = 0, hene, C˜Υ is a set of seond lass onstraints. From
the Poisson brakets (70), we see that, the onstraint Ξ(utdt) is rst lass if
and only if ut ∈ ð, and we will denote Ξ0(u) ≡ Ξ(udt), ∀u ∈ G. There is no
anonial way to haraterize the set of seond lass onstraints. However, the
Dira braket does not depend on this hoie. This proedure is ahieved by a
hoie of a spae of funtions ðˇ suh that C∞(Σ∗, g) = ð⊕ ðˇ, and ∀u ∈ ðˇ, u˘ = 0.
The detail of this spae in the bulk is not important and we an always hoose ðˇ
suh that the support on Σ∗ of its elements is a neighbourhood of the boundary
hosen as small as neessary, this point will be detailed in the sequel. We will
denote C˜ fΞ (resp.C˜ sΞ) the set of rst (resp. seond) lass onstraints Ξ(utdt)
with ut ∈ ð (resp. ut ∈ ðˇ). All the way, the implementation of C˜ sΞ imposes
B¯t = B˘t (71)
From Poisson brakets (69), we see that, given u ∈ C∞(Σ∗, g), the onstraint
Ω˜(u) is rst lass if and only if u¯=u˘. Then, as before, we will denote C˜ fΩ
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(resp.C˜ sΩ) the set of rst (resp. seond) lass onstraints Ω˜(u) with u ∈ ð (resp.
u ∈ ðˇ).
Finally, the set of rst lass onstraints Cf2 is given by Cf2 = CfP ∪ CfΞ ∪
C˜fΩ. In order to ompute the Dira braket, it will be useful to introdue the
antisymmetri bilinear form K as follows:
ðˇ
×2 −→ C
(u, v) 7−→ K˜(u, v) =
∫
st
< u¯|KX˜φ v¯ > . (72)
Given an element u ∈ ðˇ, K(u, ·) : ðˇ −→ C is invertible and we will denote by
K−1(·, u) its inverse, i.e.∫∫
ðˇ×ðˇ
[Dw]K˜(u,w)K˜−1(w, v) = δ
ðˇ
(u− v) , ∀ u, v ∈ ðˇ . (73)
We have to notie that the strong expressions of Poisson brakets between
onstraints of the sets C˜ sΞ and C˜Υ are exatly given by the operator K, however
the expressions of Poisson brakets between onstraints of the set C˜ sΩ are only
weakly given by K, the problemati term being a ombination of onstraints of
the sets C˜ fΩ and C˜ sΩ. It is however a fundamental property of Dira braket that
we an ompute it using only the weak expression of the Dira matrix as soon as
we restrit ourself to funtions of the phase spae whih are Poisson ommuting
to elements of C˜ fΩ.
As a result, the nal Dira braket between two funtions f and g of dy-
namial variables, whih are Poisson ommuting to elements of C˜ fΩ, is formally
given by:
{f, g}D = {f, g}2 + 2lc
ϑ
∫∫
ðˇ×ðˇ
[Du][Dv]{f, Ω˜(u)}2K˜−1(u, v){Ω˜(v), g}2 (74)
+
∫∫
ðˇ×ðˇ
[Du][Dw]
(
{f, Υ˜(w¯)}2K˜−1(w, u){Ξ0(u), g}2 − f ↔ g
)
.
These results have to be ompared with results of [28℄. In the following
we will go beyond this formal result for partiular funtionals of dynamial
variables.
Let us now study the gauge symmetries of our dynamial problem. Now,
the total ation of our problem is given by
StotW =
∫ t2
t1
dt
(∫∫
Σ∗
d2x
−2lc
ϑ
ǫij < A
(T )
i | ∂tA(L)j > + < Bt|∂tAt >
−
N∑
n=1
< P(n)|
dM(n)
dt
M−1(n) > −HtotW
)
(75)
HtotW =
(
N∑
n=1
< P(n)|A¯t(n) > +
N∑
n=1
< υ(n)|C(n) > +
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x < Bt|ρt >
− lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σ∗
d2x ǫij < At|Fij(A) > −2lc
ϑ
∫
st
< A¯t|A¯φ >
)
. (76)
where, the dynamial variables (Ai)i∈IΣ , At, B
t;M,P ; υ, ρt are restrited by
(57)(64)(65)(71). Given a family (ς(n))n=1...N ∈ h×N , and a funtion Γ ∈ ð, the
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following gauge transformations of the dynamial variables:
δW [ς,Γ]M(n) = −M(n)ς(n) − Γ(n)M(n) , δW [ς,Γ]P(n) = [P(n),Γ(n)] (77)
δW [ς,Γ]Aµ = DµΓ , δW [ς,Γ]B
t = 0
δW [ς,Γ]ρt = −∂t(DtΓ) , δW [ς,Γ]υ(n) = ∂tς(n)
transform the total ation as follows
δW [ς,Γ]S
tot
W =
lc
ϑ
∫∫
Σt2−Σt1
d2x ǫij < 2∂iA
(L)
j + [A
(L)
i , A
(L)
j ]− [A(T )i , A(T )j ],Γ(T ) >
+
2lc
ϑ
∫
st2−st1
< Γ(T ), A
(L)
φ > +
N∑
n=1
[< ς(n)|χb
(n)
+ ,b
(n)
− >]t2t1 .
Aording to the onlusions obtained for the same problem in the pure
gravity ase and the free partile ase, we will not try to add boundary terms
in order to ahieve the omplete ovariane under the gauge symmetries. Our
hoie, in the purely massive ase b
(n)
− = 0, will be to onsider observables
invariant under the symmetries δW [ς
(L)
(n) ,Γ], and to x a proper-time gauge for
the symmetries of the form δW [ς
(T )
(n) , 0].
As a summary, the phase spae of Chern-Simons deSitter gravity is given by
the spae of dynamial variablesAµ, Bt,M(n), P(n) onstrained by (60)(61)(64)(52)
and the Lagrange multipliers of rst lass onstraints ρt, υ(n) restrited by
(65)(57), this spae having to be moded out by large gauge transformations
denoted ∆W [λ, g] obtained by exponentiation from (77), and the Poisson alge-
bra of these dynamial variables being given by the Dira braket (74). The
hamiltonian is given by (54), and the dynamial equations are then
M˙(n) = −A¯t(n)M(n) −M(n)υ(n) P˙(n) = [P(n), A¯t(n)]
A˙i = DiAt A˙t = ρt
3.2.4 Overview on the redued phase spae
Following the partiipant observer point of view, we do not want to enter into
details of any gauge xing onerning the symmetry δG. The only gauge xing,
required for our purpose, onerns the reparametrization of the worldlines. As
in the ase of the free partile we will restrit ourself to the purely massive ase,
b−(n) = 0 , i.e. χn = χ
(L)
n . And we will require the gauge ondition
< υ˙(n) | ξL,0 >= 0
whih, ombined with the restritions ς
(T )
(n) |Σt1,2= 0 imposes ς
(T )
(n) (t) = 0, ∀t.
The aim of this subsetion is to analyse the ontent of the redued phase
spae of Chern-Simons deSitter gravity. Let us for onveniene take Σ to be a
2−sphere, and we will onsider that the partiles are indexed by an element of
Z/NZ rather than an integer from 1 to N. Let us distinguish N ontinuous fami-
lies (t and η are the ontinuous parameters) of urves S
(η)
n (t), n ∈ {1, ..., N} , 0 ≤
η ≤ π, t ∈ [t1, t2] hosen to be suh that(
S(η)n (t) ∈ Σ∗t
)
,
(
S(η)n (t) ∩ S(η
′)
n′ (t
′) 6= Ø ⇒ η = η′, n = n′, t = t′
)
d(S(η)n (t)) = x(n)(t, η), e(S
(η)
n (t)) = x(n+1)(t, 2π − η),
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Figure 2: deomposition of Σ∗t in two onneted simply onneted losed subsets
and, if we denote
E(+)(η,η
′)
n (t) the curve θ ∈ [0, |η − η′|] 7→ x(n)(t,min(η, η′) + θ)
E(−)(η,η
′)
n (t) θ ∈ [0, |η − η′|] 7→ x(n)(t, 2π −max(η, η′) + θ)
F (+)(η,η
′)
n (t) θ ∈ [0, 2π − 2max(η, η′)] 7→ x(n)(t,max(η, η′) + θ)
F (−)(η,η
′)
n (t) θ ∈ [0, 2min(η, η′)] 7→ x(n)(t, 2π −min(η, η′) + θ)
we require also that, if η < η′ the urve S(η)n (t) ◦ E(−)(η,η
′)
n+1 (t)
−1 ◦ S(η′)n+1(t)−1 ◦
E
(+)(η,η′)
n (t) be a ontratible urve in Σ∗t surrounding a onneted simply on-
neted open subset of Σ∗t whih will be denoted Z(η)n,n+1(t).
In the following, η is xed and we impose 0 < η < π2 . We will denote N
(+,η)
t
the onneted, simply onneted, open subset of Σ∗t whih boundary, followed
in the ounterlokwise sense, is the urve
©ni=1
(
S
(η)
i (t)E
(−)(π−η,η)
i+1 (t)
−1F (+)(π−η,η)i+1 (t)
−1E(+)(π−η,η)i+1 (t)
−1
)
.
We will denote N
(−,η)
t the onneted, simply onneted, open subset of Σ
∗
twhih
boundary, followed in the lokwise sense, is the urve
©ni=1
(
S
(π−η)
i (t)E
(−)(π−η,η)
i+1 (t)F
(−)(π−η,η)
i+1 (t)E
(+)(π−η,η)
i+1 (t)
)
.
The intersetion of N
(+,η)
t and N
(−,η)
t is the disjoint union
⋃N
i=1 Z(η)i,i+1(t), and
Σ∗t = N
(+,η)
t ∪N (−,η)t . The previous notations are summarized in the gures 1
and 2.
Endly, we will denoteN (±,η) = ⋃t∈[t1,t2]N (±,η)t and Z(η)i,i+1 = ⋃t∈[t1,t2]Z(η)i,i+1(t),
and S(η)n = ∪t∈[t1,t2]S(η)n (t). The zero urvature equation (9) an be solved on
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eah subset N (±)in terms of smooth mappings
k(±) : N (±,η) → G A = k−1(±)dk(±). (78)
If we denote ui,i+1 the mappings dened on Z
(η)
i,i+1 by k(+)k
−1
(−), the univalua-
tion of the onnetion imposes dui,i+1 = 0 and then ui,i+1 is a onstant. The
boundary onditions imposes restritions on the gauge. Indeed, (60) imposes
k¯(±)(x(n)(t, ϕ + 3π4 ± π2 )) = K(±),n(t)eχnϕM−1(n)(t), for ϕ ∈ [0, 3π2 ] and (64) im-
poses (K−1(±),n∂tK(±),n) = w(±),n(t) ∈ h, and thenK(±),n(t) = K(±),n(t1)e
∫
t
t1
dτ w(±),n(τ).
The dynamial equations impose the relations w(±),n = υ(n).
The gauge group G ats on A as ∆W [λ, g]A = g
−1Ag + g−1dg, hene,
it ats on k(±) as ∆W [λ, g]k(±) = k(±)g. M(n)transforms as ∆W [λ, g]M(n) =
g¯−1(n)M(n)λ(n), and on e
∫
t
t1
υ(n)
as ∆W [λ, g]e
∫
t
t1
υ(n) = e
∫
t
t1
υ(n)λ(n)(t)λ
−1
(n)(t1), how-
ever we have already xed partially the gauge symmetry assoiated to the
reparametrization of the worldline, then λ(n) = λ
(L)
(n) ∈ H(L). Endly, G ats
on K(±),n(t) as ∆W [λ, g]K(±),n(t) = K(±),n(t)λ
(L)
(n)(t). We are then led to intro-
due
X(±),n(t) ≡ k¯(±)(x(n)(t, π
2
))M(n)(t)e
− ∫ t
t1
dτ υ(n)(τ),
whih owns the properties
∂tX(±),n(t) = 0 ∆W [λ, g]X(±),n(t) = X(±),n(t)λ
(L)
(n)(t1).
It has to be notied that the redundant parametrization of the onnetion
indues a supplementary rigid symmetry k(±) → a(±)k(±) assoiated to a pair
of xed elements of the Lie group, and this freedom will be used to impose
X(+),1(t1) = X(−),1(t1) ∈ H(L). (79)
Now, we want to identify funtions on the phase spae enoding the gauge
invariant part of the phase spae and then parametrizing the redued phase
spae, in a way whih will allow us to desribe the Poisson brakets in these
terms. To this aim, we will introdue some quantities whih will be assoiated
to a given point in the phase spae. Let us dene
D(±),n(t, t′) ≡ e(t1−t)υ
(T )
(1) D(±),ne
(t′−t1)υ(T )(n) ,
D(±),n ≡ X−1(±),1(t1)X(±),n(t1)
Fundamental properties of these datas are
∂t′D(±),n(t, t
′) = D(±),n(t, t
′)υ(T )(n) ∆W [λ, g]D(±),n(t, t
′) = λ(L)(1) (t1)
−1D(±),n(t, t
′)λ(L)(n) (t1)
Let us introdue an equivalene relation on the extended phase spae. Let
be given two points (A,M, υ), (A′,M ′, υ′) in this spae, we hoose mappings
k(±), k′(±) respetively assoiated to A,A
′, and build the orresponding quanti-
ties D(±),n, D′(±),n.
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We will say (A,M, υ) ∼ (A′,M ′, υ′) if and only if
∀n = 1...N, υ(T )(n) = υ′(T )(n) (80)
∃(ω(L)n )n=1...N ∈ (H(L))×N , s.t. D′(±),n = ω(L)1 D(±),nω(L)−1n . (81)
The rst point to notie is that,
∃(λ, g) ∈ G/ ⇒ (A,M, υ) ∼ (A′,M ′, υ′).
∆W [λ, g](A
′,M ′, υ′) = (A,M, υ)
Reiproally,
(A,M, υ) ∼ (A′,M ′, υ′) ⇒ ∃(λ, g) ∈ G, ∃(ωn)n=1...N ∈ (H(L))×N/
∆W [λ, g](A
′,M ′, υ′) = (A,Mω, υ).
Indeed, we hoose mappings k(±), k′(±) respetively assoiated to A,A
′, and we
denote a(±) ≡ X ′(±),1(t1)ω1X(±),1(t1)−1 and g ≡ k′−1(±)a(±)k(±) on N (±,η). Re-
lation (81), through D(+),nD
−1
(−),n = D
′
(+),nD
′−1
(−),n and the univaluation of the
onnetion implies ∀i = 1...N, a+ui,i+1a−1− = u′i,i+1 , and then, the mapping g is
univalued and smooth, and we have A = g−1A′g+g−1dg. Relation (81)(80) and
dynamial equations, imply M(n) = g¯
−1
n M
′
(n)ω(n)e
∫
t
t1
dτ (υ
(L)
(n)
(τ)−υ′(L)
(n)
(τ))
. Then,
if we denote λ(n)(t) ≡ e
∫
t
t1
dτ (υ
(L)
(n)
(τ)−υ′(L)
(n)
(τ))
, we obtain the announed result.
The ambiguity assoiated to ω will be ompletely irrelevant for the observables
we will onsider. As a onlusion, (υ
(T )
(n) )n=1...N , (D(±),n)n=2...N appear to be
interesting variables for our purpose. However, these variables are not indepen-
dent. Indeed, we have easily
un,n+1 = k¯(+)(x(n)(t,
π
2
))k¯(−)(x(n)(t,
π
2
))−1 = X(+),nX
−1
(−),n.
= k¯(+)(x(n+1)(t,
3π
2
))k¯(−)(x(n+1)(t,
3π
2
))−1 = X(+),n+1e
2πχn+1X−1(−),n+1.
where we have used the formula
∀n = 1...N, k(±)(x(n)(t, 3π
2
)) = k(±)(x(n)(t,
π
2
))M(n)(t)e
±χnπM(n)(t)−1.
These relations allow us to express the family
{
(D(−),n)n=1...N | D(−),1 = 1
}
in
terms of the other datas, more preisely
D(−),i =
(
i−1∏
k=2
(D−1(+),ke
2πχkD(+),k)
)
D(+),ie
2πχi . (82)
Endly, the ombinatorial datas dening a point in the redued phase spae
are the lass of elements
(υ
(T )
(n) )n=1...N , (D(+),n)n=2...N fixed up to symmetries
D(+),n 7→ ω(L)1 D(+),n(t1)ω(L)−1n , (ω(L)n )n=1...N ∈ (H(L))×N (83)
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4 The ombinatorial desription of 3 dimensional
gravity
This setion is devoted to the study of the partiipant-observer approah and
the tehnial tool adapted to the development of this approah, i.e. the om-
binatorial desription. This approah is radially dierent from the usual ones
abundantly developed in the litterature (see for example [24℄), loser from a
loal approah or a spetator-observer approah, whih are, to our point of
view, failing oneptually and tehnially to apture the physial phase spae
of gravity in a really ovariant way.
4.1 Towards a partiipant-observer desription
4.1.1 seond digression: loks and measurements of a partiipant
observer
Till now we have taken a loal point of view, in the sense that, the oordinate
system is xed, a part of the gauge freedom is freezed. We do not want to develop
a spetator-observer approah but rather use previous observables assoiated
to matter degrees of freedom to build a partiipant-observer desription of the
dynami of self-gravitating partiles in a losed universe. Two questions ould be
adressed to this program: whih physial information an be reovered from suh
observables, and what is new in this approah whih ould solve the well-known
problem of observables in gravity? It is obvious that most natural observables
of gravity are based on ausal proesses between dierent material bodies in the
universe. Let us disuss some examples. The distane between a elestial body
and the earth an be measured by measuring the time a light signal takes to
run to it and to run bak to the earth. The angle between the two light signals
arriving at the same time, on the earth, is also observable. What sort of loal
physial measure are we thinking about when we say at the time or during the
time? Two dierent properties of our lok seem to be required in previous
experiments: apability to distinguish moments of time and to measure intervals
of time. We have to arefully distinguish between the properties we require from
the physial proess at work in our lok and the properties of the measurement
proess itself. The observer an hoose, as a lok, any proess interating
with him[3℄. For example, the observer on the earth is able to measure time
using proesses whih are not diretly related to astrophysial onsiderations,
like osillations in an atomi lok, but it is also possible to use astrophysial
measures by using, for example, the varying angle between two elestial bodies
to measure the ow of time. In any ase, it is neessary, in order to disuss
simultaneity of the reeption/emission of the signals, that our measurement
proess alloates at most one moment of time to any event. However, requiring
this property to the measurement proess is not suient if the sub-system
onstituting the lok has a periodi behaviour. Hene, we require moreover for
the measurement proess to have the apability to order moments of time. These
properties being fullled, the measurement proess has no apability in itself to
have a trae of a priviledge ow of time. These properties of the measurement
proess are diretly enoded in the parametrization of the worldlines by lasses
of smooth and bijetive maps modulo dieomorphisms. It is a fundamental fat
that, in the desription of free-partiles as well as of self-gravitating partiles, the
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boundary restritions on the gauge freedom degrees (υ
(T )
(n) )n=1...N appeal gauge
xings ompatible with the gauge xing of the reparametrization invariane of
the worldlines of partiles. Any proess interating with the n−th partile and
giving a varying index (a varying angle between stars, an internal proess...)
an be used to gauge x υ
(T )
(n) as the value of this index. Obviously, this hoie
of lok will have no onsequene on relative measurements as desribed before.
Our proper-time gauge is one of these hoies.
4.1.2 reonstrution of the geometry from the partiipant-observer
measurements
Now, let us study how to reover the natural observables (distanes, angles,veloities,...)
we have just desribed in terms of the datas parametrizing the redued phase
spae.
Let be given a set of datas (83) dening a point in the redued phase spae
and a representant (A,M, υ) of this state, hosen suh that the ondition (79)
as well as the partial gauge xing
M(n)(t) = e
∫
t
t1
dτ υ
(L)
(n)
(τ)
, ∀n = 1...N. (84)
be veried.
As notied in setion 3.1, a smooth and injetive mapping τ from an open
subset of R3 to To being given, its image is isometri to an open subset of dS3.
If we dress τ by any mapping λ from R3 to Do to form a mapping k = τλ
from an open subset of R3 to G, then the onnetion A = k−1dk gives a rst
order desription of an open subset of dS3. Reiproally, any mapping k from
an open subset of R3 to G, an be linked to a mapping τ from an open subset
of R3 to To using (26)(28), however this mapping is not neessary smooth and
injetive and its image an be very dierent from a region of dS3. If we ask this
mapping to be smooth and injetive, by requiring the property (21), we then
obtain an image whih is isometri to a part of dS3. Then, the relation (78)
solving the zero urvature equation for A ensures, that the image of N (±,0)in
D by the mapping k(±)k⋆(±)o is isometri to a losed subset of dS3 as soon as
this mapping is injetive. The rst order datas assoiated to the onstantly
urved geometry of dS3 are enoded in A, the geometri properties (distanes,
angles, ...) an then be reovered from k(±), however the value of k(±) has no
gauge invariant meaning exept at the loation of partiles. It is then natural
to introdue the datas k¯(+)(x(1)(t,
π
2 ))
−1k¯(+)(x(n)(t′, π2 )). But in general, if we
do not hoose the previous partial gauge xing, and if we onsider loation of
partiles orresponding to dierent time labels, we have to onsiderD(±),n(t, t′).
We are then able to ompute distanes , or the apparent angle between the n−th
and the p−th partile seen from the 1−st partile, ..., from these datas. For
example, the distane between the loation of the 1−st partile when its time
label is t and the loation of the n−th partile when its time label is t′ is given by
l2c tr(D(+),n(t, t
′)D(+),n(t, t′)⋆ − I) (ompare this formula with (27)). We ould
ask if the hoie of x(n)(t1,
π
2 ) rather than any x(n)(t1, φ) in the denition of
our observables has a onsequene. However, due to boundary onditions suh
a hange would aet D(+),n(t, t
′) only by a right ation of an element of H(L)
and the geometri observables are not aeted by this hange.
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A partiular representative of an element of the redued phase spae being
hosen, it is possible to have a piture of the entire spaetime geometry orre-
sponding to this solution. Indeed, let us onsider a point in the redued phase
spae by the datas (83). The ondition (84) being veried, we then have
X(+),i = D(+),i X(−),i =
(
i−1∏
k=2
(D−1(+),ke
2πχkD(+),k)
)
D(+),ie
2πχi .
ui,i+1 =
(
i∏
k=2
(D−1(+),ke
−2πχkD(+),k)
)
and the ondition (79) being imposed, we have
k¯(+)(x(n)(t,
π
2
)) = D(+),ie
(t−t1)υ(T )(n) .
We have then xed 2N free falling trajetories on dS3,
T (±)n : t 7→ Q
k¯(±)(x(n)(t1,
pi
2 ))e
(t′−t1)υ
(T )
(n)
(the boundary ln(t) is mapped onto a point by the previous mapping). The
rst partile plays the role of the observer, and is onsidered at rest (ondition
(79)). For any n = 1, ..., N, the surfae Q
k(−)(S(0)n ) is mapped onto Qk(+)(S(0)n )
by the isometry Q 7→ un,n+1Qu†n,n+1. The images by the smooth and injetive
mappings N (±,0) → D, (xµ)µ∈IM 7→ Qk(±)(x) are two regions of dS3, these
regions are separated by a third one whih has to be utted out from dS3 in
order to glue them together along their boundaries by Qk(+)(x) ∼ Qk(−)(x), ∀x ∈
∪n=1...NS(0)n in order to obtain the geometry of the spaetime desribed by our
lassial solution (this proedure is the usual way to build multionial solutions
by removing regions assoiated to onial defets and then glue along the uts).
There is a nie way, a lassial solution being hosen, to ompute the datas
neessary to desribe the previous geometrial observables. Indeed, if we dene
the holonomy U1,n(A) =
−−−→
Pexp
∫
C
A of the onnetion A along a urve C entirely
ontained in N
(+,0)
t1
going from x(1)(t1,
π
2 )to x(n)(t1,
π
2 ). We have to notie that
e(t1−t)υ
(T )
(1) M−1(1) (t1)U1,n(A)M(n)(t1)e
(t′−t1)υ(T )(n)
does not depend of the represen-
tant we have hosen. The zero-urvature equation obeyed by the onnetion
ensures that we do not hange the value of these elements by replaing the
hosen urve C by any other urve C′ being suh that C ◦ C′ is a ontratible
urve in
∑∗
t1
. The urve C being entirely ontained in N
(+,0)
t1
, the relation (78)
implies that e
(t1−t)υ(T )(1) M−1(1) (t1)U1,n(A)M(n)(t1)e
(t′−t1)υ(T )(n) = D(+),n(t, t′).
We have emphasized a ertain homotopy lass of urves, whih hoie has
been guided by the deomposition of our manifold, in order to ompute previous
observables. However, what would be the result if we hange this homotopy
lass ? Let us study this point through an example. Let us hoose a simple
urve C˜ going from x(1)(t1,
π
2 )to x(p)(t1,
π
2 ) through N
(+,0)
t1
and then going from
x(p)(t1,
π
2 )to x(n)(t1,
π
2 ) through N
(−,0)
t1
. The holonomy UC˜(A) =
−−−→
Pexp
∫
C˜
A of
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the onnetion along this urve an be written as
UC˜(A) = k¯(+)(x(1)(t1,
π
2
))−1k¯(+)(x(p)(t1,
π
2
))k¯(−)(x(p)(t1,
π
2
))−1k¯(−)(x(n)(t1,
π
2
))
= k¯(+)(x(1)(t1,
π
2
))−1up,p+1k¯(−)(x(n)(t1,
π
2
)).
This formula has to be understood in the following way: up,p+1 is an element
of the isometry group of moves on dS3 suh that up−1,pu−1p,p+1is a move desrib-
ing the defet angle of the gravitational lens provoated by the p−th partile,
to replae k¯(+)(x(n)(t1,
π
2 )) by up,p+1k¯(−)(x(n)(t1,
π
2 )) onsists in replaing the
loation of the n−th partile by its virtual image through the lens desribed by
the isometry dened by up,p+1. As a onlusion, if we replae U1,n by UC˜ in the
omputation of the distane between partiles 1 and n, it will just onsist in
replaing the n−th partile by this virtual image and then ompute the distane
as if the 1−st partile and this virtual image were both on dS3.
We have to notie also that e
(t1−t)υ(T )(1) M−1(1) (t1)UC˜M(n)(t1)e
(t′−t1)υ(T )(n)
an be
written in terms of our basi datas. Indeed, we have easily
e
(t1−t)υ(T )(1) M−1(1) (t1)UC˜M(n)(t1)e
(t′−t1)υ(T )(n) = D(+),p(t, t1)D
−1
(−),pD(−),n(t1, t
′).
More generally, for i, i′ ∈ {1, ..., N} , t, t′ ∈ [t1, t2], we will denote by C(i,t),(i′,t′)
the set of ontinuous urves s ∈ [0, 1] 7→ C(s) ∈ M∗ suh that C ∩ B =
{C(0), C(1)} and C(0) ∈ l(i)(t), C(1) ∈ l(i′)(t′). We introdue an equivalene
relation on this set, denoted ≍(i,t),(i′,t′) and dened suh that C ≍(i,t),(i′,t′) C′
if and only if we an interpolate between C and C′ using a ontinuous family
of elements of C(i,t),(i′,t′), and will denote C¯(i,t),(i′,t′) the set of lasses under this
relation.
In the same way, we an dene observables orresponding to distanes for
any homotopy lass of paths C¯(1,t)(n,t′) by the formula
d(C¯(1,t)(n,t′)) ≡ l2c tr(DP,n(t, t′)DP,n(t, t′)⋆ − I)
DP,n(t, t
′) ≡ e(t1−t)υ(T )(1) M−1(1) (t1)UC(A)M(n)(t1)e(t
′−t1)υ(T )(n)
(85)
where UC(A) is the holonomy of the onnetion along any partiular repre-
sentative C of this lass of paths. As before, any of these observables an be
expressed in terms of our basi ombinatorial datas.
4.1.3 third digression: degenerate metris from the partiipant ob-
server's point of view
We have emphasized along previous setions that the hoie between Chern-
Simons gravity and true gravity onsisted in the hoie of large gauge transfor-
mations, and espeially their apability to transform a non-degenerate soldering
form into a degenerate one. Degenerate soldering forms have been introdued in
Lorentzian gravity as a bill to pay if we want to inorporate, into the framework,
transitions between topologially dierent spatial slies along time evolution of a
universe. All the way, spurious degeneraies are always present in the formalism
beause of topologial obstrutions against oordinatization (for example, the
2−sphere an not be parallelised by a globally non degenerate soldering form,
although it exists well dened geometry on it). On another part, the problem
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of araterizing true singularities independently of any oordinatization hoie
is a diult task. In a partiipant-observer approah of gravity, the problem is
posed independently of any oordinatization and the question of the existene of
true singularities is transfered to the problem of the existene of physial mea-
surements giving evidene of the existene of suh singularities. We have then
to study the onsequene of true singularities on the set of non-loal observables
based on matter degrees of freedom. The hoie between Chern-Simons gravity
and true gravity is however fundamental in this study beause gauge transfor-
mations in Chern-Simons theory an transform a non-degenerate soldering form
in a degenerate one. Reiproally, in absene of global obstrution, it has no
sense to say that a lassial solution of Chern-Simons theory has a degenerate
or non-degenerate translation part, beause only the gauge orbit is physially
meaningful. Generially, we an nd a representative in any gauge orbit with
no true singularity. Considering naively this fat, it would seem that, a part a
setor of lassial solutions owning true degeneraies whih annot be washed
by gauge transformations beause of global obstrutions, we ould map gauge
orbits under ∆W of Chern-Simons theory onto gauge orbits under ∆L,PD of
true gravity, however this naive piture is rigourously false. As we already men-
tioned, the set of gauge orbits of true gravity is made of an innite number of
opies of the spae of gauge orbits of Chern-Simons theory (to see this through
a simple example, see [14℄). Indeed, there are generially an innite number
of dieomorphially inequivalent geometries whih are however gauge related
by ∆W and then onsidered as the same objet in Chern-Simons gravity. This
result onstitutes a fundamental problem for the Chern-Simons approah and
we will try to eluidate how to repare it in a partiipant observer perspetive.
Let us preise the problem in the ase of gravitating partiles on a sphere (this
disussion is diretly inspired by [23℄).
The hoie of an element of the redued phase spae of Chern-Simons de-
Sitter gravity onsists exatly, the onditions (84)(79) being hosen, in the
hoie of datas (k¯(+)(x(n)(t1,
π
2 )))n=1...N , up to xed elements in H
(L), and
(υ
(T )
(n) )n=1,...,N . The bulk gauge transformations ∆W at freely on dynamial
variables but let these datas xed. In the following, we will denote shortly
Q(±)(x) ≡ Qk(±)(x) beause the spin part of k(±) will not be of partiular in-
terest for the present disussion. A partiular representative of this state be-
ing hosen, we an build the orresponding spaetime aording to previous
subsetion. We have to notie that the smooth by parts surfae Q(+)(S(0)n )
is only onstrained along trajetories T (+)n where it is eventually not smooth,
the rest of the surfae being a priori freely hosen. One the previous surfae
is hosen, the surfae Q(−)(S(0)n ) is uniquely obtained using the xed isome-
tries assoiated to un,n+1. For a given family of free-falling trajetories T (+) =
(t 7→ T (+)n (t))n=1,...,N in dS3 and a given family ℑ = (sn,n+1)n=1...N of ele-
ments of the isometry group of moves on dS3, we will denote by ℵ(T (+),ℑ)the set
formed by families (σ
(+)
n , σ
(−)
n )n=1,...,N , suh that σ
(±)
n is a mapping from S(0)n to
dS3, for any φ, T (+)n =
{
t 7→ σ(±)n (xn(t, φ))
}
,T (+)n+1 =
{
t 7→ σ(±)n (xn+1(t, φ))
}
,
σ
(−)
n (x) = sn,n+1(σ
(+)
n (x)), ∀x ∈ S(0)n . As a result of the previous disussion,
an element of the redued phase spae of Chern-Simons gravity being ho-
sen we an assoiate uniquely a set (T (+),ℑ)and for any pair of elements of
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ℵ(T (+),ℑ)we an obviously nd a gauge transformation ∆W whih maps one el-
ement to the other one. If we require the non-degeneray of A(T ) by onstrain-
ing the mapping x 7→ Q(±)(x) to be injetive the situation is very dierent.
©Ni=1Q(+)(S(0)n ) and ©Ni=1Q(−)(S(0)n ) orrespond to two smooth (exept along
the lines T (±)n ), disjoint, simple surfaes in dS3 surrounding the two disjoint im-
ages of N (±,0) by the smooth and injetive mappings N (±,0) → D, (xµ)µ∈IM 7→
Q(±)(x), whih an be both isometrially mapped to a part of dS3. The en-
tire spaetime being reovered by gluing these two parts along ©Ni=1Q(+)(S(0)n )
and ©Ni=1Q(−)(S(0)n ). The ation of bulk gauge transformations ∆L,PD on the
previous datas is obvious, the loal Lorentz transformations at trivially on
these datas, the projetable dieomorphisms onneted to the identity trans-
form the surfaes ©Ni=1Q(±)(S(0)n ) by smooth deformations in dS3 leaving the
lines T (±)n unhanged (as well as the isometries assoiated to un,n+1). The pro-
jetable dieomorphisms do not aet the injetivity of the maps Q(±) and then
the surfaes ©Ni=1Q(±)(S(0)n ) stay smooth by parts, simple and disjoint under
these transformations. We will denote ℵsimple
(T (+),ℑ) the subset of ℵ(T (+),ℑ)formed
by elements (σ
(+)
n , σ
(−)
n )n=1,...,N suh that ©Ni=1σ(+)n (S(0)n ) and ©Ni=1σ(−)n (S(0)n )
are disjoint and simple. We an introdue the equivalene relation ≈ be-
tween pairs of elements of ℵsimple
(T (+),ℑ) dened suh that (σ
(+)
n , σ
(−)
n )n=1,...,N ≈
(σ′(+)n , σ′
(−)
n )n=1,...,N if and only if we an nd a ontinuous family of elements
of ℵsimple
(T (+),ℑ)interpolating between (σ
(+)
n , σ
(−)
n )n=1,...,Nand (σ
′(+)
n , σ′
(−)
n )n=1,...,N .
Eah equivalene lass will be alled a skeleton of the orresponding geometry.
Endly, ℵ¯simple
(T (+),ℑ)will denote the set of equivalene lasses under this relation. For
a given point in the redued phase spae, and then, for a given family (T (+),ℑ),
the set ℵ¯simple
(T (+),ℑ)is generially not redued to a single element. This result proves
learly the announed result that the phase spae of true deSitter gravity is in
fat larger than the phase spae of Chern-Simons deSitter gravity, and our om-
binatorial datas (83) do not manage to apture the whole information about a
lassial solution of deSitter gravity. Moreover, one is xed a set of ombina-
torial datas and an assoiated skeleton the non-degenerate geometry is entirely
xed up to a projetable dieomorphism. Hene, we obtain a ombinatorial
desription of the redued phase spae of true deSitter gravity, beause a point
in the redued phase spae of true deSitter gravity is xed one are hosen a set
of ombinatorial datas and a skeleton for these datas. The previous disussion
shows that lassial solutions assoiated to dierent skeletons have to be physi-
ally distinguished as soon as we require the non-degeneray of the metri. It is
important to notie that the orresponding geometries are really dierent and
these dierenes have fundamental and easily observable onsequenes on the
measurements made by the observer. Let us study this point through a simple
example. We represent, on the following piture, the images on the sphere of a
given region R of Σ∗t (with light grey bakground) by two dierent mappings.
This region ontains partiles i, i + 1 (blak disks) and the rst partile, play-
ing the role of the observer (medium grey disk). We will assume that the two
mappings are idential exept in this region, and that the image of R is suh
that the point masses p 6= i, i + 1 are suiently far from partile 1 in order
that the minimal distane between partile 1 and partiles i, i+ 1 are given by
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Mapping 2
1
A
A’
B
B’
1
AA’
B
B’
Mapping 1
N+
N+
N−
N−
N+
N−
N+
N+
i
i+1
1
i
i+1
a
a’b
i
i+1
C
b’
the geodesi distane along paths entirely ontained in this region. On these
pitures the images of R ∩N+t and R ∩N−t are separated by a region drawn in
dark grey whih has to be utted out, the two images being glued together along
the uts, in order to reover the multionial geometry assoiated to these map-
pings. We have hosen two mappings orresponding to the same ombinatorial
datas, indeed the isometries assoiated to the gluings are the same (rotation
of angle
π
36 entered on the partile i + 1 for the gluing of the segment S(0)i+1,
rotation of angle
π
6 entered on the partile i for the gluing of the segment S(0)i−1
and identity map for the segments S(0)N ,S(0)1 ,S(0)i ), and the positions of partiles
on the sphere are the same. However, the skeletons dier radially, in a way
shown on the piture.
We have drawn with a thik line the geodesis belonging to homotopy lasses
of paths for whih suh a minimal distane urve exists and with a thin line paths
belonging to homotopy lasses of paths for whih no urve of this lass is able to
minimize the distane, the orresponding urves on Σ∗t are indexed by the small
letters and their images are indexed by the orresponding apital letters on the
two multionial geometries. It is lear, in this example, that these geometries
annot be identied as the same geometrial objet, beause distanes and angles
assoiated to images of point masses, as measured physially in the sky of the
observer, are dierent. However, the dierene is subtle. Indeed, although
the distane-observable (85) between partiles 1 and i + 1 an be tehnially
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omputed (and is a Dira observable for Chern-Simons theory), for example,
along the path a′ in both ases, it gives really a geodesi distane only through
the mapping 1 for whih the path A′, drawn on the multionial geometry, is
atually a geodesi. Through the mapping 2 there is no geodesi urve in the
homotopy lass of a′, the distane-observable (85) gives the virtual distane C
whih does not orrespond to any geodesi urve, the geodesi urve being in fat
in the homotopy lass of the path a and give the geodesi distane A. Aording
to our assumptions, the minimal distane at whih the partile i (resp. i+1) is
seen by the observer is the length of the segment B′ (resp. A′) for the mapping 1
and is the length of the segment B (resp. A) for the mapping 2. And the piture
shows learly that the angle between both rays oming from partiles i, i+1 and
reeived by the observer are in the ase of mapping 1 is more aute than that
in the ase of mapping 2. As a onlusion, it is important to emphasize that the
two geometries are neither related by a projetable dieomorphism onneted
to the identity (beause their skeletons are dierent), nor related by an element
of the mapping lass group whih would just exhange homotopy lasses a and
a′. This point agrees with [23℄ and disagrees with the onlusion of [24℄.
4.1.4 the observables of Chern-Simons gravity and true gravity
In order for us to develop a ombinatorial approah of Chern-Simons and true
deSitter gravity we have to determine a set of observables whih would allow us
to distinguish points in the redued phase spae of eah theory and would allow
us to ompute expliitely their Dira algebra.
We already know how to distinguish points in the redued phase spae of
Chern-Simons deSitter gravity using our ombinatorial datas (83). However,
we will introdue, in the next subsetion, algebrai objets, alled generalized
spin-network observables, built from these datas and equivalent to them in their
apability to apture the whole redued phase spae of Chern-Simons deSitter
gravity. We will see that the Dira algebra of these observables an be expliitely
omputed and emphasizes nie algebrai strutures whih seems to be easily
quantizable.
It is fundamental to notie that these observables are also observables of
true deSitter gravity beause of their larger invariane properties. Moreover
their Dira algebra do not depend on the theory we are onsidering, beause the
onsiderations about large gauge transformations do not onern the denition
of the Dira braket. However, they are not suient to apture the rihness of
the redued phase spae of true deSitter gravity, and we have to identify new
observables in order to omplete the desription.
Let us dene at least one observable, alled window-observable, allowing
us to distinguish between dierent skeletons. Aording, to the disussion of the
previous subsetion, it seems that the geometries assoiated to dierent skele-
tons dier in the fat that, in the same homotopy lass of paths, a geodesi urve
of the multionial geometry an be found or not. If a geodesi urve belongs to
a given homotopy lass of paths, the distane observable assoiated to this lass
and omputed from ombinatorial datas is atually the distane at whih the
observer loate the orresponding point mass using the physial measurements
he an realize. Hene, let us hoose a set of aeptable ombinatorial datas
(aording to onstrutions of previous subsetions), a skeleton assoiated to
them, a lass of paths C¯(i,t),(i′,t′) and an element C¯ ∈ C¯(i,t),(i′,t′). We will denote
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W light
C¯
the funtion dened as follows: we hoose a partiular representative
(A,M, υ), obeying as usual the ondition (79), of the point of the redued phase
spae of true gravity assoiated to the ombinatorial datas and the skeleton,
then we dene W light
C¯
to be equal to 1 if there exists a representative C of C¯
whih is a lightlike-geodesi in the geometry dened by A(T ), and to be equal
to 0 elsewhere.
For purely tehnial reasons it is generally more simple to work with equal-
time geodesis rather than with lightlike geodesis although the latter are the
natural objets to disuss ausality. All the way, the problem of relating these
two objets is simplied as soon as our point masses have inertial trajetories.
We are now able to formulate a onjeture:
the set of windows and spin-networks observables distinguishes points in the
redued phase spae of true deSitter gravity.
This point deserves a areful analysis whih will be given in a forthoming
paper.
4.1.5 fourth digression: the ation of the mapping lass group
The hoie of the deomposition of the manifold as the union Σ∗t = N
(+,0)
t ∪
N
(−,0)
t is non-anonial, and then, the distintion we have made between virtual
and true images in subsetion 4.1.2 has no intrinsi sense, and all homotopy
lasses produe, along previous onstrutions, equally aeptable observables
for Chern-Simons gravity. Moreover, our partiipant-observer has no external
tool to distinguish between homotopy lasses by only measuring time intervals
assoiated to exhange of partiles along the dierent paths, then they have
to be onsidered on the same footing. However, if we think to these distanes
as measured by the exhange of partiles, it is natural to distinguish between
dierent homotopy lasses if the observables orresponding to some of them
ould not be assoiated to a physial proess. It is lear from previous subsetion
that the observables (85) an be onsidered as distanes between the observer
and the point mass if and only if suh an exhange of physial partile an our
along this homotopy lass of trajetories.
A priori, the set of windows observables is a natural omplement of the set of
ombinatorial datas, indeed it is the neessary and suient information allow-
ing us to distinguish true images from virtual images in the sky of the observer.
Then, a ontrario from the situation of Chern-Simons deSitter gravity where a
point mass was seen from an innite number of diretions and distanes (orre-
sponding to dierent but indistinguishable homotopy lasses of paths) leading
generially to a non-Haussdorf apparent sky for the observer, none exept a -
nite number of equivalene lasses of paths admits a light-like geodesi and then,
even after having moded out our set of observables by the ation of the map-
ping lass group of the surfae, the apparent sky of the observer in true deSitter
gravity, dened to be the respetive positions of stars omputed from ombina-
torial datas by the formula (85) for lasses of paths whih window observable
has value 1, will show a nite number of stars.
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4.2 Towards a ombinatorial desription of the N-body
problem in deSitter gravity
This setion is essentially tehnial and aims to show how to desribe ombina-
torially the Poisson struture on our algebra of observables.
4.2.1 Denition and properties of generalized spin-networks
Let us begin by developing a formalism generalizing spin-network's formalism
for our purposes. We will hoose 2N new tubular ompat neighbourhoods
(c′(n))n=1...N , (c
′′
(n))n=1...N of the worldlines suh that c(n) (resp. c
′
(n)) is stritly
ontained in the interior of c′(n)(resp. c
′′
(n)) for any n, and c
′′
(n)∩c′′(p) = Ø if n 6= p,
we will denote (l′(n))n=1...N , (l
′′
(n))n=1...N their respetive boundaries and s
′
t =⋃
i=1...N l
′
(i), s
′′
t =
⋃
i=1...N l
′′
(i). We will denote Σˇ
∗
t = Σ
∗
t ∩
⋃
n=1...N(c
′′
(n) − l′′(n)),
Σ′∗t = Σt −
⋃
n=1...N c
′
(n), Σ
′′∗
t = Σt −
⋃
n=1...N c
′′
(n). Let us dene a generalized
spin-network. We hoose 2M distint points (z(i))i=1...M , (y(i))i=1...M suh that
z(i) ∈ s′t, y(i) ∈ s′′t and denote (P(i))i=1...M disjoint simple oriented urves, whih
interior are inluded in Σˇ∗t , P(i) onneting y(i)to z(i). Let be given an open
graph drawn in Σ∗t , T1 will denote the ordered set of its oriented edges and
T0 the set of its verties, for any P ∈ T1 e(P ), d(P ) will denote respetively
the end and the departure point of P and we will as well use the notation
P = [d(P )e(P )]. We will impose y(i), z(i) ∈ T0, ∀i = 1...M and will denote
T ′0 = T0 −
{
z(i), i = 1...M
}
, T ′1 = T1 −
{
P(i), i = 1...M
}
. We will also require
T1 ∩ Σ′′∗t =
⋃
i=1...M P(i). To eah P ∈ T1 we assoiate a representation ΠP
of the envelopping algebra U(g), and to eah w ∈ T ′0, P ∈ T1 we will assoiate
Πw,P = ΠP if w = e(P ),Π
∗
P if w = d(P ), ι elsewhere . To eah w ∈ T ′0, will be
assoiated an intertwining operator Φw ∈ HomU(g)(
⊗
P∈T1 VΠw,P ,C). The set of
previous datas (the graph with edges olored by representations and the set of
intertwiners assoiated to verties) will be alled generalized spin-network and
denoted S. Two spin networks will be said to be transverse if the intersetion of
their graphs is disjoint of their set of verties.
We will denote UΠPP (A) =
−−−→
Pexp
∫ e(P )
d(P )
ΠP (A), the element of End(VΠP ) =
VΠP ⊗ V ∗ΠP (whih matrix elements are funtions of the onnetion A) given by
the path ordered exponential along P ∈ T1, of the onnetion A, taken in the
representation ΠP .
We will assoiate to the whole set of previous datas the following funtions of
the onnetionObulkS ≡ (
⊗
w∈T ′0 Φw)(
⊗
P∈T ′1 U
ΠP
P ) ∈ Hom(
⊗
i=1...M VΠy(i),P(i) ,C),
and OboundS ≡
⊗
i=1...M (U
ΠP(i)
P(i) M
ΠP(i)
(z(i))
) ∈ End(⊗i=1...M VΠy(i),P(i) ). We want to
emphasize that∆G[g]ObulkS = ObulkS (
⊗
i=1...M ΠP(i)(gy(i))) and∆G[g]OboundS (A) =
(
⊗
i=1...M ΠP(i)(g
−1
y(i)
))OboundS (A).
The reader used to urrent litterature on Chern-Simons gravity ould mis-
understand the sense of previous results. The previous ombinatorial datas
ontain more informations than the usual set of observables used in the om-
binatorial approah, i.e. the observables assoiated to spin-networks without
legs (M = 0). This smaller set of observables will be a Poisson subalge-
bra of our Poisson algebra of generalized spin-networks observables. In fat,
these observables orrespond to the set of onstants of motion of Chern-Simons
deSitter gravity. This Poisson subalgebra has already been quantized and an
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irredutible star representation of the orresponding quantum operator algebra
has been found in [9℄.
4.2.2 Expliit omputation of the Dira algebra of observables
Let us reall that the detail in the bulk of the seond lass funtions ðˇ dening
our Dira braket is irrelevant and we an always hoose ðˇ suh that the support
on Σ∗of its elements is as small as neessary. In the following, we will impose
that the support of the elements of ðˇ is stritly ontained in Σˇ∗t . Hene, if we
onsider a funtion v of the onnetion whih depends only on the onnetion in
the bulk Σ′′∗t and any other funtion w, from the denition of the Dira braket
(74), their Dira brakets are given by: {v, w}D = {v, w}2. Indeed, due to the
property {
Ai(x), Ω˜(u)
}
=
−ϑ
2lc
D
(A)
i u ∀x ∈ Σ∗t , ∀u ∈ ð
we dedue that
{
Ai(x), Ω˜(u)
}
= 0, ∀x ∈ Σ′′∗t , ∀u ∈ ðˇ and then the seond
term in the expression (74) is null in this situation.
As a result, Dira brakets between two funtions of the onnetion de-
ned in the bulk is obtained thanks to the usual Chern-Simons braket. In
partiular, the Poisson braket
{ObulkS ,ObulkS′ }D for two transverse generalized
spin-networks S, S′ is given by the usual formula [15, 17℄:
{ObulkS ,ObulkS′ }D = ϑ2lc
∑
x∈S∩S′
ιx(S, S
′)ObulkS⊙xS′
where the sum extends to all intersetion points between graphs assoiated
to S and S′,ιx(S, S′) is the index of the intersetion at x between S and S′,
and S ⊙x S′ is the spin network obtained from S and S′ by fusing the olored
graphs and by adding at x the intertwiner 2lc
ϑ
t (see [9℄ for a more pedagogial
introdution). From previous onsiderations, we also have trivially{ObulkS ,OboundS′ }D = 0
Then, in order to obtain a omplete desription of the Dira algebra of gener-
alized spin-networks we have to ompute the Poisson braket
{OboundS ,OboundS′ }D =
0 whih obviously deomposes using leibniz rule in terms of Poisson brakets{
U
ΠP(i)
P(i) M(z(i)), U
ΠP(j)
P(j) M(z(j))
}
D
. These Poisson brakets are obviously null if
z(i), z(j) belong to dierent omponents of the boundary. Its expliit omputa-
tion requires a areful analysis in the other ase. This omputation is done in
the appendix (A.4) and we obtain{
(U
ΠP(i)
P(i) M(z(i)))1, (U
ΠP(j)
P(j) M(z(j)))2
}
D
= (U
ΠP(i)
P(i) M(k))1(U
ΠP(j)
P(j) M(k))2 ×
×R(1)12 (M(k), P(k);φi − φj)
where z(i) = xki (t, φi), z(j) = xkj (t, φj)and ki = kj ≡ k. This Dira algebra
is rather lose from that found in [15℄ and studied extensively in [9℄.
Its omplete study as well as the study of the Poisson braket of windows
observables is devoted to a forthoming paper.
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5 Conlusion
This paper an be onsidered as a strong support in favour of the ombinatorial
approah to 3 dimensional gravity, and as a generalization of this program ne-
essary to apture dynamis of gravity. The nie struture of the Dira algebra
between observables motivates a study of its quantization and of the represen-
tation of the orresponding quantum algebra of operators, ompleting the work
already done in [9℄. It is, for the rst time, possible to hope a well-posed dis-
ussion of the spetrum of operators assoiated to distanes between partiles
in a ompletely generally ovariant formalism. Having managed to apture the
whole generally invariant information on the phase spae of a set of gravitating
partiles in a losed universe, we may hope to pursue the program adressed for a
long time by G. 'tHooft of building from this departure point a seond-quantized
theory of the self-gravitating matter eld. The present paper is only a modest
ontribution in this diretion.
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A Appendix
A.1 Basi algebrai results
We will reall in this appendix basi notions on the Lorentz group G = SL(2,C)
and its Lie algebra g = sl(2,C). The Lorentz group is the real Lie group of
2 × 2 omplex matries of determinant one and g is the real Lie algebra of
2× 2 omplex matries of zero trae. We reall that the set of 2× 2 hermitian
omplex matries is denoted by H and we denote D the subset of H dened
by D = {Q ∈ H| detQ = −l2c}. To any element o ∈ D, we an assoiate an
antimorphi ⋆-map on SL(2,C) dened by
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⋆ : SL(2,C) −→ SL(2,C) , Λ 7−→ Λ⋆ = oΛ†o−1 , (86)
and dene the following two subsets of SL(2,C):
Lo = {λ ∈ SL(2,C)|λ⋆λ = λλ⋆ = ±1} (87)
To = {τ ∈ SL(2,C)|τ⋆ = τ and Tr(τ) > 0} . (88)
Any element of the Lorentz group deomposes as follows:
∀Λ ∈ SL(2,C), ∃λΛ ∈ Lo and τΛ ∈ To such that Λ = τΛλΛ . (89)
This deomposition is not unique and is expliitely given by the following for-
mulae:
1. if Tr(1 + ΛΛ⋆) > 0, ∃!(λΛ , τΛ) ∈ L × T suh that λΛλ⋆Λ = +1 given by:
τ
Λ
=
1 + ΛΛ⋆√
Tr(1 + ΛΛ⋆)
, λ
Λ
=
Λ+ Λ⋆−1√
Tr(1 + ΛΛ⋆)
. (90)
2. if Tr(1− ΛΛ⋆) > 0, ∃!(λ
Λ
, τ
Λ
) ∈ L × T suh that λ
Λ
λ⋆
Λ
= −1 given by:
τ
Λ
=
1− ΛΛ⋆√
Tr(1− ΛΛ⋆) , λΛ =
Λ− Λ⋆−1√
Tr(1− ΛΛ⋆) . (91)
This ⋆-map indues a ⋆-map on the Lie algebra g. Let us introdue the following
subspaes of g : l = {ξ ∈ g|ξ⋆ = −ξ} , t = {ξ ∈ g|ξ⋆ = ξ}. The sets l and
t depend on the hoie of the element o ∈ D whih denes the ⋆-map. Indeed,
given another element o′ ∈ D, we get another ⋆−map on SL(2,C) denoted by ⋆′.
Let us denote by l′ and t′ the orresponding subspaes. We an relate l to l′ and
t to t′. Indeed, ∀ o′ ∈ D , ∃ M ∈ SL(2,C) such that o = Mo′M † . Then ∀ξ ∈
g,ξ⋆ = M(M−1ξM)⋆
′
M−1 and l′ = {M−1ξM |ξ ∈ l} , t′ = {M−1ξM |ξ ∈ t} .
In the sequel, we will hoose o = lc
(
1 0
0 −1
)
and the results we will obtain
ould be generalized using the previous relations. In that ase, we an nd an
expliit basis of the vetor spaes l and t. To this purpose, let us introdue the
usual Pauli matries (σa)a=0,1,2 dened by:
σ0 =
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, σ1 =
1
2
(
0 −i
−i 0
)
, σ2 =
1
2
(
0 −1
1 0
)
. (92)
Let us introdue the notations Pa ≡ σa and Ja ≡ −iσa, ∀a = 0, 1, 2 and therefore
(Pa)a is a basis of t and (Ja)a is a basis of l. ∀a ∈ {0, 1, 2}, we will denote by
ξT,a = MPaM
−1
and ξL,a = MJaM
−1
. It is immediate to see that (ξT,a)a is a
basis of t and (ξL,a)a is a basis of l. Moreover, (ξT,a, ξJ,a)a satisfy the following
Lie algebra:
[ξL,a, ξL,b] = ǫab
cξL,c , [ξT,a, ξL,b] = ǫab
cξT,c , [ξT,a, ξT,b] = −ǫabcξL,c , (93)
where ǫabc is the antisymmetri tensor dened by ǫ012 = 1 and the indies
are lowered and raised by the metri η = diag(−1,+1,+1). We will denote
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Ig = {L, T } × {0, 1, 2} and (ǫIJK)I,J,K∈Ig the struture onstants of the Lie
algebra dened by
[ξI , ξJ ] = ǫIJ
KξK . (94)
We an endow g with a non degenerate invariant bilinear form < | > dened
by:
< ξT,a|ξL,b >= ηab , < ξT,a|ξT,b >= 0 , < ξL,a|ξL,b >= 0 . (95)
We introdue the Casimir tensor t = tIJξI⊗ξJ suh that tIJ < ξJ |ξK >= δIK
and the dual basis ξI = tIJξJ .
We will denote by h the Cartan sub-algebra generated by the two elements
(ξT,0, ξL,0), and by h
(L)
(resp. h(T )) the Cartan sub-algebra generated by ξL,0
(resp.ξT,0). We will denote by H,H
(L), H(T ) the orresponding sub-groups.
Given an element ξ ∈ g, we will use the notation ξh =
∑
I,J∈{0}×{L,T} <
ξ|ξI > tIJξJ .
< | > is a non degenerate invariant bilinear form on g dened in the ap-
pendix. We introdue the Casimir tensor t = tIJξI ⊗ ξJ suh that tIJ <
ξJ |ξK >= δIK and the dual basis ξI = tIJξJ .
An element χa,b = aξL,0+bξT,0 of g being given, it will be useful to introdue
κa,b ∈ g dened by
κa,b =
−aξL,0 + bξT,0
a2 + b2
. (96)
From this denition, it is immediate to show that the following operator:
ι : g −→ g , ξ 7−→ [κa,b, [χa,b, ξ]] (97)
is suh that ι(ξ) = ξ − ξh.
For any representation Π of U(g), VΠ its module, Π∗ will denote its ontra-
gredient representation, and ι will denote the trivial representation.
A.2 Dira braket for the relativisti partile
From the expression (30), it is straightforward to ompute strongly the Poisson
algebra between rst lass and seond lass onstraints as follows:
{CfR, CfS} = 0 (98)
{CfR, CsA} = ǫRABCsB (99)
{CsA, CsB} ≡ ∆AB = −ǫABR(< χb+,b− |ξR > −CfR) . (100)
The Dira braket between two funtions on the phase spae f and g, dened,
as usual, by the expression:
{f, g}D = {f, g} − {f, CsA}(∆−1)AB{CsB, g} , (101)
with ∆−1 being the strong inverse of ∆. Due to the previous properties, it
veries the usual axiomati, i.e. antisymetry, Leibniz rule, strong Jaobi identity
and
{f, CsA}D = 0 , {f, CfR}D ≈ {f, CfR} , {f, {CfR, CfS}D}D ≈ {f, {CfR, CfS}} .(102)
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In order to ompute the Dira braket, we have to invert strongly the matrix
∆. From the expression (100), we have:
∆AB = −ǫABR < χb˜+,b˜− |ξR > (103)
where we have introdued b˜+ = b++C
f
0,T , b˜− = b−+C
f
0,L and we have to notie
that χb˜+,b˜− = χb+,b− − C[M,P ]h = −(M−1PM)h. It is easy to show that the
inverse matrix (∆−1)AB is given by:
(∆−1)AB = −ǫABR < κb˜+,b˜− |ξR > . (104)
As P ommutes with the seond lass onstraints, the Poisson brakets (30) in-
volving P are not modied by the Dira redution. However, the Poisson braket
(30) between matrix elements of M is modied into the following quadrati
braket:
{M1,M2}D =M1M2r(0)12 (b˜+, b˜−) (105)
where r is dened as follows:
r(0) : R2 −→ g⊗ g , (b+, b−) 7−→ r(0)12 (b+, b−) = −[κb+,b−2 , t12] . (106)
The basi properties of the Dira braket an be mapped to the following
properties:
r
(0)
12 + r
(0)
21 = 0 (107)
[r
(0)
13 , r
(0)
12 ] + [r
(0)
23 , r
(0)
12 ] + [r
(0)
23 , r
(0)
13 ] = −
∂r
(0)
12
∂m
(ξ0,T )3 +
∂r
(0)
13
∂m
(ξ0,T )2 − ∂r
(0)
23
∂m
(ξ0,T )1
−∂r
(0)
12
∂s
(ξ0,L)3 +
∂r
(0)
13
∂s
(ξ0,L)2 − ∂r
(0)
23
∂s
(ξ0,L)1 .
(108)
As a result, r(0) is a solution of the dynamial lassial Yang-Baxter equation
with zero oupling onstant assoiated to the algebra g.
A.3 Operator K
X
φ
The aim of this appendix is to study the following operator:
KXφ : C
∞(B, g) −→ C∞(B, g) (109)
u¯ 7−→ KXφ u¯ = ∂φ(u¯) + [X˘, u¯− u˘] ,
where X˘ is the mapping from B to g dened by 48. In fat, this operator an
be rewritten as follows:
(KXφ u)(x(n)(t, φ)) = M(n)(t)
(
K
−1
2pi χn
φ
(
M−1(n)(t)u(x(n)(t, φ))M(n)(t)
))
M−1(n)(t)
∀ u ∈ C∞(B, g) , where
K
χ
φ : C
∞(S1, g) −→ C∞(S1, g), f 7→ ∂φ(f) + [χ, f − fav.] (110)
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for any χ = αT ξ0,T + αLξ0,L ∈ h. Properties of (109)will be linked bak to that
of (110).
It is immediate to see that (110) is not injetive and its kernel onsists in
the subspae of onstant funtions. This operator will be invertible on the
subspae C∞s (S
1, g) of funtions having zero as mean value. Any funtion u ∈
C∞s (S
1, g) an be deomposed in terms of Fourier modes as follows: u(φ) =∑
k 6=0,I∈Ig u
I
ke
ikφξI , and the ation of the operator (110) on f redues to an
ation on eah omponent of the Fourier deomposition:
K
χ
φu =
∑
k 6=0,I,J∈Ig
(
K
χ I
k Ju
J
k
)
eikφξI , (111)
where the oeientsK
χ I
k,J are given byK
χR
k,S = ikδ
R
S+ < αT ξ0,T+αLξ0,L, [ξS , ξ
R] >
, i.e.
K
χ 0,T
k 0,T = K
χ 0,L
k 0,L = ik (112)
K
χa,L
k b,L = K
χa,T
k b,T = ikδ
a
b + αLε
0a
b
K
χa,T
k b,L = −Kχa,Lk b,T = αT ε0a b.
Let us ompute the inverse operator. We denote by (Kχ−1)AkB the oe-
ients of the inverse operator.
In order to ompute the inverse operator expliitely, it will be useful to
introdue the omplex number α = (αL + iαT ) and, the funtions ck : C →
C z 7→ 1
k+z . A straightforward omputation, shows that:
(Kχ−1)0,Tk 0,T = (K
χ−1)0,Lk 0,L =
1
ik
(113)
(Kχ−1)a,Lk b,L = (K
χ−1)a,Tk b,T = Re(ck(−α))
−iδab + ε0a b
2
−Re(ck(α)) iδ
a
b + ε
0a
b
2
(Kχ−1)a,Tk b,L = −(Kχ−1)a,Lk b,T = Im(ck(−α))
−iδab + ε0a b
2
− Im(ck(α)) iδ
a
b + ε
0a
b
2
.
A.4 Dira braket for spin-networks
Let us ompute the following equal-time Poisson braket
{
(U
Π[yz]
[yz] M(k))1, (U
Π[y′z′]
[y′z′] M(k))2
}
D
where z = x(k)(t, φ), z
′ = x(k)(t, φ′) (we will denote ϕ = φ−φ′).In order to apply
formula (74), we reall that, for any v ∈ ðˇ, we have
{
Ω˜(v), U
Π[yz]
[yz]
}
2
(A) = ϑ2lc
∫ z
y
ds U
Π[yz]
[ys] (A)(D
(A)
s v)U
Π[yz]
[sz] (A)
=
ϑ
2lc
(−v(y) UΠ[yz][yz] (A) + U
Π[yz]
[yz] (A) v(z))
=
ϑ
2lc
(U
Π[yz]
[yz] (A) v(z)){
U
Π[yz]
[yz] 1, U
Π[y′z′]
[y′z′] 2
}
2
= 0{
U
Π[yz]
[yz] 1,M(k)2
}
2
=
{
U
Π[yz]
[yz] 1,M(k)2
}
2
= 0{
Ω˜(v),M(k)
}
2
= 0
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hene,{
(U
Π[yz]
[yz] M(k))1, (U
Π[y′z′]
[y′z′] M(k))2
}
D
(A) = U
Π[yz]
[yz] (A)1U
Π[y′z′]
[y′z′] (A)2
{
M(k)1,M(k)2
}
2
+
+
ϑ
2lc
U
Π[yz]
[yz] (A)1U
Π[y′z′]
[y′z′] (A)2 ×
(∫∫
ðˇ×ðˇ
[Du][Dv] u¯(z)1v¯(z′)2K˜−1(u, v)
)
M(k)1,M(k)2
= (U
Π[yz]
[yz] M(k))1, (U
Π[y′z′]
[y′z′] M(k))2r
(0)
12 (b˜
n
(+), b˜
n
(−)) +
+
ϑ
2lc
U
Π[yz]
[yz] (A)1U
Π[y′z′]
[y′z′] (A)2(ξI)1(w
I
z(z
′))2M(k)1,M(k)2
where we have introdued ertain funtions (wIz)I∈Ig dened on the bound-
ary, with value in g, smooth everywhere exept at z (where they are allowed to
have a step) and suh that for any u ∈ ðˇ, u¯(z) = K˜(wIz , u)ξI .
We an easily verify, that the solution of this equation is given by
(ξI)1(w
I
z(z
′))2 = −M(k)1M(k)2(
∑
n6=0
(K
−1
2pi χ˜k −1)In J
einϕ
2π
ξI1ξ
J
2 )M
−1
(k)1M
−1
(k)2.
Using the results of the previous appendix we have
R
(1)
12 (M(k), P(k);ϕ) ≡
−ϑ
2lc
∑
n
(K
−1
2pi χ˜k −1)In Je
inϕξI1ξ
J
2
=
−ϑ
4πlc
(A(ϕ)(ξ0,T ⊗ ξ0,L + ξ0,L ⊗ ξ0,T )+
−Im(B(ϕ))(ξ2,T ⊗ ξ1,T − ξ1,T ⊗ ξ2,T − ξ2,L ⊗ ξ1,L + ξ1,L ⊗ ξ2,L) +
−Re(B(ϕ))(ξ2,T ⊗ ξ1,L + ξ2,L ⊗ ξ1,T − ξ1,T ⊗ ξ2,L − ξ1,L ⊗ ξ2,T ) +
+Im(C(ϕ))(ξ1,T ⊗ ξ1,T − ξ1,L ⊗ ξ1,L + ξ2,T ⊗ ξ2,T − ξ2,L ⊗ ξ2,L) +
+Re(C(ϕ))(ξ1,T ⊗ ξ1,L + ξ1,L ⊗ ξ1,T + ξ2,T ⊗ ξ2,L + ξ2,L ⊗ ξ2,T ))
R
(0)
12 (M(k), P(k)) ≡
−ϑ
2lc
(K
−1
2pi χ˜k −1)I0JξI1ξ
J
2
= r
(0)
12 (b˜
n
(+), b˜
n
(−))
=
ϑ
4πlc
(
Im(
1
b˜
)(ξ2,T ⊗ ξ1,T − ξ1,T ⊗ ξ2,T − ξ2,L ⊗ ξ1,L + ξ1,L ⊗ ξ2,L)+
+Re(
1
b˜
)(ξ2,T ⊗ ξ1,L + ξ2,L ⊗ ξ1,T − ξ1,T ⊗ ξ2,L − ξ1,L ⊗ ξ2,T )
)
where we have dened
b˜ ≡ ϑ
4πlc
(b˜
(n)
+ + ib˜
(n)
− )
A(ϕ) ≡ (ϕ− π)[0,2π]
B(ϕ) ≡ πcos(b˜(π − ϕ)[0,2π])
sin(πb˜)
C(ϕ) ≡ π sin(b˜(π − ϕ)[0,2π])
sin(πb˜)
and the symbol (f(ϕ))[0,2π] denotes the ontinuation by 2π−periodiity of
the funtion f dened in [0, 2π].
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The r-matrix r
(1)
12 (
ϑ
4πlc
b˜+,
ϑ
4πlc
b˜−) ≡ R(1)12 (M(k), P(k); 0+) is solution of las-
sial dynamial Yang-Baxter equation and is suh that −r(1)21 ( ϑ4πlc b˜+, ϑ4πlc b˜−) =
R
(1)
12 (M(k), P(k); 2π
−) = ϑ2lc t12 + r
(1)
12 (
ϑ
4πlc
b˜+,
ϑ
4πlc
b˜−). As a result its oupling
onstant is
−ϑ
2lc
.
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